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Writers' offer freshmen money award
(page 8). Alumni Meet in Columbia Wednesday (page 3). Plans for engineeringarchitecture day are pushed (page 5). Miss
McGillicuddy roams (page 8).
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Newspaper writers tell what they think
of Tiger-team (page 7). Tiger coaches,
Gamecock mainstays shown (page 6). Statistics on N. C. State game (page 7). Sottile
talks sense (page 7).
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Tiger Team Ready For Annual State Fair Classic
STANDARDIZATION QUESTIO N "MAY" BE CONSIDERED
r '

Contract For Class Rings Let,
Ceremony Slated December f 5
Design Work Be
Done By Expert
And Committee
The Josten Company was today
named official jewlers for the '41
class rings.
"This decision has come after
several days:, of constant deliberation, and it is the belief of our
committee that we have secured
the best possible agreement for our
class," said Roy Pearce class president.
Josten's head
designer, R. D.
Hahn, will come here from 'the
'company's
plant at
Owatonna,
Minn., Tuesday and will remain ori
the campus as long as is necessary
to aid the Ring Committee in its
design. Mr. Halin will personally
cut the dies for the '41 rings.
The details of the contract were
not disclosed toady, but it is understood that this year's ring will cost
approximately $21.50.,and will be in
keeping with the general design of
former rings.
The committee, with Ed Hallman
as artist,- is at present working on
minor details of improvement, and
it is still not known whether an
atempt will be made at standardization of last year's ring.
Both the Herff-Jones Company
and L. G. Balfour, Co., were invited to bid for the contract. "The
craftsmanship and quality of materials presented were all excellent
and it was only after much consideration and debate that the final decision was reached," president
Pearce said.
Dr. Pickens S. McCollum and the
L. C. Martin Drug Co. was again
inivted to handle the distribution
of these rings. Said the committee
chairman: "Doc's service is excellent and his fee nominal; we can't
go wrong by retaining his services".
Plans are now going forward with
the Central Dance Association for
staging the third
annual Ring
Dance, December 15.
Walter Chiles, of Columbia, is
the representative of the
Southeastern division for Josten's and he
will serve as a contact medium between the class and the company.

Bouton, Mills
Mazo Get Blue
Key Offices
Clemson's chapter of Blue Key,
honor leadership fraternity, elected
a vice president, corresponding secretary, and alumni secretary Tuesday night.
Those elected are: Bill Bouton,
vice president; Prank Mills, corresponding secretary; and
Ear]
Mazo, alumni secretary.
The president and secretary, respectively George McMillan
and
Crawford Lawton,
were elected
last spring.

Taps Beauty Pix
Deadline Oct. 27
Editor Vic Wray of Taps said
last night that Clemson students who contemplate entering their "girls or somebody
else's girl" in the Taps beauty
contest, which is to be judged
by Esquire's famed Petty, must
have pictures in at the Taps
room no later than October 27.

Weekly Radio
Schedule Over
Station WAIM

NEWBOLD NOYES

HANSON BALDWIN

PROMINENT PRESS JUDGES—Hanson Baldwin, military and
naval affairs expert for the New York Times and Editor Newbold
Noyes of the Evening Star wilf serve on the staff of judges who
will declare winners in the various journalistic competitions sponsored by the South Carolina College press association which holds
its convention at Clemson November 9-10.

2,000 Rental
Books Put On
Free Shelves
More than two thousand books
from the
library rental shelves
have been placed on the free list,
Miss Graham announced recently.
All of
these books, many of
which are
new, have payed for
themselves through rental fees.
The books are of all types ranging from non-fiction mysteries to
finely-bound classics. Among them
are histories, biographies, science,
and drama.
Miss Graham said that the ever
popular non-fiction rental books
bring in double their value, thus
with the extra money the purchase
of a really
good contemporary
classic is afforded.

Phi Psi Invites
Nine Textile
Men Into Fold
The Clemson chapter of Phi Psi
is this week informally initiating
nine new men into the fraternity.
The formal initiation, which will
probably be in the form of a banquet, will be held after state fair
holidays. The informal tapping will
extend until the holidays.
The new mtn are Wade Carter,
Heyward Simpson, P. J. Burns, C.
E. Spires, R. O. Holcombe, W. R.
O'Shields, S. T. Jenkins, W. W.
Poster and J. L. Orr.
Officers of Phi Psi this year are
Alex D. Graham, president, Bill
Anderson, vice president, C. K.
Sells, secretary and treasurer, D.
J. Ross, junior warden, and George
McMillan, senior warden.
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Chemists Induct
Nine Initiates

The schedule of this week's
broadcasts over WAIM from
Nine men are this week being
Clemson was announced yesterinitiated into the Clemson chapter
day by A. B. Bryan, agricultural
of the national professional chemextension editor. It follows:
istry fraternity, Alpha Chi Sigma,
Monday Oct. 9: Leon Clayit has been announced by Charles
ton, assistant state boys' club
E. Littlejohn, Master Alchemist of
agent "Increasing the Farm
the local group.
Income thr ugh 4-H club DemThe initiates are R. T. MayensKi
onstrations" H. A. Woodle, exD. T. Smith, J. B. Jones, N. C
tension agronomist, subject to
be announced.
Propst, W. B. Sharpe, C. C. ThornTuesday: Interview between
ton, L. L. Cason, and R. B. Huff
Harry WhTte and Ernest Riley,
The informal
initiation, Littleagricultural economics departjohn said, will last until State talr
ment on "The Quality of the
holiday. The men will be formally
U. S. Cotton Crop."
taken into the fraternity at a forWednesday: Dr. C. H. Arndt,
ma ceremony, probably in the form
botany department, "Producof a banquet
the week following
tion or Crude Rubber."
the holidays.
Thursday: Prof. John Paul
The Clemson
chapter of Alpha
Lucas, Jr., English department,
Chi Sigma, Beta Epsilon, was es"The Science of Peace."
tablished last year, largely througn
Friday:
Program
by The
the efforts of Tom R. Baihbridge
Tiger, Clemson student newsIt
succeeded the old
chemistry
paper.
| fraternity Anthanor.

Pep Song Contest
Closes Tomorrow,
Cash Ready To Go
Tom6rrow night's the night!
If you haven't written that
pep song—get busy ... If
you're interested in a cool five
dollar bill . . . get busy.
The Tiger Brotherhood Pep
Song contest closes tomorrow
night at 12. All songs written
to be sung to the tune of "I've
been Working on the Railroad"
must be submitted to either
Crawford Lawton, or placed in
a Tiger "Purity" box—, at guard
room or in third barracks.
Songs will be judged by
George Bonhette, Prof. John.
Lane, and Joe Sherman.

Directory Be
Out November
1, Lawton Says
Editor Crawford Lawton, of the
'39-'40 Blue Key directory,
announced this week that the book
will be off the press no later than
November 1.
It was pointed out that this will
be the earliest directory ever published at Clemson.
.^All students' names and information has been gathered and is
being compiled now; "the big work
before us is these
organizations
and clubs", Editor Lawton
said
yesteday.
Assisting Blue Key this year are
the following juniors: Jack Hartley, J. S. Mace, E. F. Wilson, W
F. Early, H. U. Simpson, Harry
Demosthenes,
H. J.
Copeland,
Frank Rogers, Howard Driver, F.
Hinnant, Ward Matthews.

Footballers To
Appear After A
10-Day Holiday

Press Convention
Plans Announced
By Local Heads

Corps, Alumni
Behind Players
In Grand Style

Delegates From
State's Schools
Meet Nov. 9-10
Plans for the annual South Carolina college' press convention were
announced this week at Clemson,
host school, by the association president, Earl Mazo.
The two day meeting series, which
begins November-9, will include:
Discussion, groups with prominent
South Carolina newspaper men in
the fields of advertising, newswriting, sports, magazine get up, and
editorials; two banquets; a final
dance—music by Larry Clinton; and
several tours and socials. Although
the convention will officially close
after Friday evening, November 10,
banquet, attending delegates will be
invited to remain for the ClemsonWake Forest football game which
is scheduled for Saturday afternoon,
November 11.
The Tiger will take part in the
convention and various journalistic competitions again this year.
Local editors have announced that
their entries are "rearin'" to go—
and prominent judges will select
South
Carolina's best all-round*
newspaper,
magazine,
editorial,
news story, feature, poem, etc.
Judges include: Hanson Baldwin,
The New York Times; Dean Frank
L.
Martin, Missouri
Journalism
school; Newbold Noyes, Editor, the
Washington Evening Star; John
Temple Graves II; and others.

Garret Attending
Tau Beta Pi Meet
At Missouri U.
Preston Tobe Garret, electrical
engineeriing senior and head of
the local chapter of Tau Beta Pi.,
national engineering honorary fraternity, is now representing Clemson at the University of Missouri
in Columbia, at the annual national convention of Tau Beta Pi.
The convention lasts from October 12 to 14, but Garret will be
gone from the college from October
10 to 17, spending well over half
the time of his leave in speeding
across the continent, and getting
back just In time for the State
Fair holidays.
This annual convention has as
its main purpose the promotion of
association among
the chapters,
and securing the report of each
chapter is to its activity during the
preceding year. Garret will report
the success of the drive for engineering library, for the main aim
of last year's organization.
Last year, the
convention was
held at Cincinnatti, and Clemson
was represented by J. C. Cook, and
J. O. Sweeney.
The convention is not all business, Garret reported as he prepared to board the train, for there are
dancs on Friday night and Saturday afternoon, and a big banquet
on Saturday night.

Junior Staff Men
Elect Officers
At
its organization
meeting
Tuesday night,
the Junior Staff
club elected Sam Owen, Brigade
Supply Sgt. from Batesburg, as
president and Ed Hallman, from
Aiken
and a regimental sgt, major, secretary.
The club
discussed
plans to
serve as a minor service^ club to
aid Scabbard and Blade and other
campus organizations during the
year.
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The Clemson Tigers, fresh
from their 25-6 victory over
the North Carolina State
Wolfpack, meets the Carolina
Gamecocks Wednesday in the
annual State Fair gridiron
war. Always a game packed
full of fight and action, this
year's contest is expected to
be no exception as the two
schools renew their football
rivalry.
The Tigers will be heavily
favored in the almsot unpredictable contest, but Craig,
Stroud and company, striving for an upset, will also be
in the game.

'IT'S ALL CHICKEN TO ME."

Freshman, Sophomore Classes
Elect Officers In Close Race
Hughes To Lead
The Sophomores
In & closely- contested election,
Rodger A. Hughes was yesterday
named president of the sophomore
class over J. R. Sosnowski of Charleson. - Hughes, a Textile Engi
neering student,
is from Ninety
Six.
Other men named with Hughes
are J. D. Dusenbury, from Claussen, vice-pres.,
Jim Barton, Anderson,
secretary-treasurer and
Frank Thames, from Charleston,
historian.
Defeated candidates beside Sosnowski were David Bisset,
who
ran for the vice-presidency, Buddy
Leseshe, secretary, and Mack Albergotti, historian . . .
Other men originally suggested
at the class meeting on Tuesday
night were: for president, Bissetfc.
Bill
Brunson, • Albergotti,
Bob
Perry, F. S. Webster, Lesesne, and
Dusenburg; for
vice-presi. Olin
Dorn, Thams, A. E. Zeigler, Harold Strawhorn, T. A. Garrison, W.
M. Poe, Willie Gilmore, J. H. Dixson, and A. W. Roles; for secretary, Albergotti, Vincent Sottile,
B. B. Sams, T. V. Wilson, E. W.
Summerville, Ed White, J. H. Dixson and Donald Glenn; for historian, Sam Hasell, Perry, T. H. Pool,
A. L. Todd.
The total vote was 187.
There
are approximately 500 sophomores
in school.

Plants Expert
Visits Campus
C. A. McLendon, of the United
States Bureau of Plants Industry,
was at Clemson for a short time
this week to confer with agricultural experts.
Mr. McLendon, a
graduate of
Clemson, is now doing cotton research work in Atlanta, Georgia.

Tigers Suggests
Hitler, Hess Be
Sent Nazi News
The Tiger received a slip from
the German Library of Information, Nazi Bund organization,
requesting the
names of two
people who would be interested
in receiving Nazi propoganda
material.
The Tiger listed the following men: Adolph Hitler and Rudolph Hess, Berlin, Germany—
and enclosed a copy of President Roosevelt's latest speech.

Pre-Meds Plan
New Activities
Plans were discussed at a meeting the Pre-Med club, Tuesday night
to greatly increase the activities ot
the club this year.
Under the direction of the new
president, Sam Garrison, the club
plans this year to have a number
of doctors from nearby towns as
guest speakers during the year. Dr.
Lee Milford,
college surgeon and
faculty advisor for the club, is assisting in getting the guest doctorsDr. Milford is also familiarizing
the men with the procedure and
the instruments used in the Clemson hospital.
The members of
the club this
year, besides
Garrison, are Phil
Fairey, Secretary and Treasurer, W.
H. Mathis, vice president, Doug
Carrigan, Manly
Stallworth, ,and
Hertz Warren.
Membership invitations
will be
extended to several men this week,
it was announced. The list of new
members will be announced in The
Tiger next week.

TIGER BALL WEEK-END GETS UNDER WAY TOMORROW

Three Tiger Founders Be Feted At
Tiger Banquet, Ball Friday Night
The three founders of Clemson was editor, Mr. Taylor and Mr.
college's student newspaper, The Horton were the business execuTiger, will be honor guests at the tives.
Other prominent guests invited to
annual Tiger banquet to be held
in the college mess hall tomorrow the banquet and ball are; Harper
evening.
Gault, of the Rock Hill Herald; J.
They and other Tiger staff guests C. Wilkinson, managing editor, the
will also attend the Tiger ball in Florence Evening Star; Wilton E.
the college field house tomorrow Hall, publisher of the Anderson Innight.
dependent, Daily Mail; George
The original "Tigers" are Pro- Chaplin, city editor the Greenville
fessor Sam Rhodes, of the engineer- Piedmont; Harry Ashmore, Greening school, Louis Horton, Anderson ville News; J. B. Hail, editor the
realtor, and A. B. Taylor, of the Daily Mail; Lawrence Hembree, The
Taylor-Colquitt company in Spar- Independent; T. F. Acker, city editanburg.
tor, The Independent; Colonel HerThey began publication in 1907 bert Pool, Dr. G. H. Aull, Dr. Bo
—of the first co'lege newspaper in Williams, Captain J. D. Harcombe,
South Carolina. Professor Rhodes [ Professor Paul Lucas, P. B. Holtzen-

dorff, Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, Ben
Robertson, J. C. Littlejohn, Tom
Stanley, Ben Jordan, Joe Sherman,
Joe Kinard, Ray Phillips, of the
Seneca Journal, Dr. D. W. Daniel,
and Editor Framp Durban and Business Manager Tom Lawton of the
1938-39 Tiger.
DANCE SERIES
The opening dance of the Tiger
Ball series, which features the music of Charlie Woods (University of
North Carolina orchestra) will begin at 9 tomorrow evening. This affair is formal.
The Saturday afternoon "T"
dance (4 to 6 o'c'ock) will be an
•'anything goes" affair—with the
gaudiest clothes in the limelight.
Saturday night's closing dance,

informal, begins at eight and lasts
through mid-night.
Officials Bill Bouton and Harry
McKeown of the CDA have said
that the Tiger Ball this year bids
fair to be a "fine dance" series.
CDA artists Stubblefield and Steve
Moore have designed an intricate
setting of newspapers and more
newspapers — "they'll know its a
newspaper series all right," Stubb
said last night.

Dance Prices This WeekEnd are: "
Friday Night—$1.50.
Sat. T. Dance—.50.
Saturday Night— 1.00.
Block Ticket—2.50.

Company Politics
Win "Rat" Slate
Freshmen on company E-2 really
went t» the ballot box with a bang
this week and elected four men
from their company to the freshman class offices.
The men selected are: President,
George S. Coble, a chemical engineering student from Charlotte,
vice president, V. Ross Gall, textile engineering, Batesburg, secretary and treasurer,
Langdon S.
Ligon, textile engineering, Greenville, and historian, Herbert D.
Minnis, a mechanical engineering
student from Charlotte.
Coble defeated J. F. Baddy 13382, Gall defeattd J. W. E. Afnette,
149-70, Ligon defeated W. J. Yates
142-65, and Minnis defeated R. L.
Breeland 154-67.
Alj, of these men were elected as
the candidates in the college chapel
Monday night. More than forty
men were voted on in the chapel
before the eight canSJoates were
finally chosen.
Balloting, as is usual for the
freshman
class, was very
light.
Less than 250 men, or less than
one-third of the class voted.
Besides the fact that ail four ol
the new officers are from the same
company, Minns and
Coble, and
Ligon and Gall are roommates.
Said Coble today, "It is too early
to formulate any definite plans for
the class, but- we are determined
that the class will be one of the
most active in the history of Clemson. We are the largest freshman
class in the history of the school,
and we can be the best one."

Refugee Student
Begins Studies
In Cliem School

The Bengals boast what appears
to be one of the strongest teams
in the school's history. Banks McFadden, Shad
Bryant, Bot Fly
Rion, Charles (Sister) JTimmons,
B. D. Trexler, Chippie Maness, Joe
Payne and Norwood McElveen are
a bevy of backs, fast and smart
enough to keep any man's team on
its toes.
Two
well-balanced
powerful
Clemson teams will probably
do
most of the tearing into the Carolina territory. Bot Fly Aubrey Rion,
Columbia, Bengal speedster who
stayed on the sidelines all last season with a leg injury, will be out
to shine before the home folks.
Rion is a triple threat back, one
of the fastest men on the squad
and the quarterback of the second
string. He showed his wares for the
first time against N. C. State, and
gaining confidence and experience,
he should
be one of Clemson's
stellar performers.
Charlie
Timmons and B. D.
Trexler, Don Willisy kind of fullbacks have
powei: and speed to
spare.
Trexler, in addition to his running talents, regularly gets off 60
yard quick—kicks.
Sophomore Joe
Blalock, Tiger
end from Charleston who seems
destined for Clemson's hall of fame,
will
be a feature of the line.
Blalock is sure fire on pass receiving and, a former backfield man,
is capable of some fast stepping.
George Fritts, powerful sophomore tackle, and Ray Hamer, who
scored a touchdown in Charlotte
on a blocked punt, will probably
start at the tackle positions for
the Tigers.
Stump Black, Tom Moorer, Red
Sharpe, Walter Cox, and Bill Hall
are among the old faithfuls that
can always be counted upon In an
emergency.
Although injuries have somewhat hampered
the Gamecock's
first String team, every player is
expected to be in condition and
ready to play when the traditional
rivals meet for their annual classic.
As past games have proven, anything may be expected, from a
track meet to a scoreless tie. Great
Clemson teams have been beaten
by supposedly weak Carolina teams
and vice versa. Both coaches, Rex
Enright of the Gamecocks
and
Jess Neely of the Tigers, will be
ready to shoot the works to win.
In recent years the game has
been a sellout.
This year, additional seats have been built In the
end-zone to care for the over-capacity crowd. The extra seats are
expected to take care of 5000 spectators. As one business man put
it," I'd rather lose my job than
miss the Clemson-Carolina game.
It's always good."

Kurt Mueller, 19 year old refugee
student from Vienna, Austria arrived on the Clemson campus this
week.
Mueller's stay at Clemson this
year is sponsored by the local chapter of Blue Key, and made possible
largely through the efforts of Dr
Sidney Crouch, the college administration, and interested societies
The young refugee fled Austria
last February, spent a while in
New York, then went to Colorado.
"Some boys come out of college
He was recommended to Clemson less civilized . . ."
by the national committee for refu—Holmes.
gee students.
"It's different now. Modern woHe is studying in the school of men swear instead of cry."
chemistry.
—Taylor.
"The bridge bridegroom is the
most inconspicious person at the
wedding unless he's absent . . .'"
—Klugh.
"I gave everybody in the drug
store cigars."
—Ward.
"What does the Good Book say
Thirteen men were extended in- about that, McGinty?"
vitations to join the Clemson chapBarnett
ter of the American Society of
"Write them down on a sheet of
Agricultural Engineers at the first
regular meeting of the society this paper and call them names."
year last night.
—CARODEMOS.
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CLEMSON-CAROLINA
TRADITION
Caesar had his Brutus, George III his
Cromwell, Napoleon his Waterloo, and
Clemson and Carolina have had each other for almost forty years. True, the old
rivalry exists now only on the gridiron,
but the competitive spirit there is still
strong, as strong as it ever was in the old
days when the Clemson cadet corps camp-1
ed in Columbia for the day, rifles, bayonets and all.
The military camp is no longer a feature of the fair, but the traditions started by the boys in high-necked khaki uniforms still exist- The game and the day is
steeped in them, though the use for many
of the customs has vanished.
Fires at the gates of Carolina burn
brightly Wednesday night on the eve of
the game. Many a free-for-all has taken
place at the flame-lit gates between cadets and Carolinians. Now the Carolina
dormitories are filled with visiting Clemsonites on the State Fair game eve, but
the fires are still there, tended carefully
the whole night through.
The game is always played on Thursday. It must be because a'state law thus
decrees it.
It has never rained on a Carolina-Clemson game. Not a drizzle has moistened the
turf, and it seems that even Mother Nature has a tradition that a fair day shall
greet the football crowds.
The game this year is significant because it lacks its former significance. No
longer does victory on' the fair classic
mean that the entire season is successful.
Victory is still sweet indeed.
But Clemson and Carolina are gunning
for bigger game than victory in the fair
contest. Both compete on equal terms with
nationally-known elevens.
Yes, the classic has lost some of its significance, but tradition-filled and exciting, it still is South Carolina's most important athletic event. As it loses importance in South Carolina, it gains importance in the South.
The old rivalry still continues, and the
State Fair Thursday will serve as a meeting place for old alumni, old friends, and
two of the South's finest football machines.
A. V. W-

FIRES, A WORTHLESS WASTE
This week America is called upon to
fires? What can be done to prevent carelook itself over and ask—why so many
less loss of life and property by fire?
And the questions are being answered
by officials and experts.
"Carelessness," it seems, is the big word,
the "reason" for so much destruction by
fire.
And "care" is the medicine.
Clemson students and residents will join
the nation during this Fire Prevention
Week in a general house cleaning, and
fight on fire.

F. U. GAME DATE CHANGE
Last week one of the leading campus
organizations, Tiger Brotherhood, passed
a resolution favoring "if possible" a change
in date for the Clemson-Furman football
game.
"We feel that the change would be of
benefit to both schools, and that the keen
rivalry between Clemson and Furman will
remain, but would be less "acute' at game
time. And we think the last game of the
Clemson season should be played with
some team not at Clemson's back door,"
Tiger Brotherhood's popular and live wire
president, Crawford Lawton, said.
TheTiger agrees with the Brotherhood
and its president. Some response from the
student body and the alumni would probably help in effecting the change.
A campus politician said: "You have to
be a politician first, then if you are successful and get th eopportunity to become
statesman, you may be able to take advantage of it."

THE TIGER FOUNDERS
Tomorrow night the Tiger will honor
three grand "ole" men—founders of Clemson college's newspaper.
It was all started in 1907 by Professor
Sam Rhodes, Realtor Louis Horton, of Anderson, and Business Executive A. B. Taylor, of Spartanburg. There were few college newspapers in the country then, none
in South Carolina. This trio decided that
Clemson's students need the news, so they
dug up some old hand type, sold a few
ads, and put the first Tiger "to bed".
That was a long time ago.
But tomorrow night those three founders, sitting 'midst the present staff as
honor guests at the Tiger banquet, will
recall stories and incidents, and they will
compare notes with the today's staff —
which could never be as live, as efficient
as they. were.
This is the Tiger's first editorial:
"In presenting the first issue of THE
TIGER to our readers we feel that a
few words to the alumni in explanation
of the aims of the paper will be very
beneficial to us. In the first place we
think that a college paper should be
the medium through which the alumni can keep informed of the events
happening at their Alma Mater and
also of the whereabouts of old graduates. In the second place we are endeavoring to make this paper fulfill
our ideas of a college paper. To assist
us in carrying out these ideas we have
elected as our Alumni Editor Prof.
Bryan who is an old Clemson graduate
and is secretary of the Alumni Association. We know that the Alumni Association will take a great interest in
our paper and give us all the support
in their power. This is the first and, at
the present time, only college paper
in th state. No doubt though, within
a few years the other colleges of the
state will see the benefit derived from
th publication of a paper and will rise
to the occasion, and of course, each
one will try to be .the best. Now while
we have got this lead let us keep it. In
order to do this it is necessary that we
have the interest of every one connected with the college. We already
have the whole student body interested
and doing all they can for us, and it
is now up to the Alumni."

CAPTAIN HARCOMBE'S IOB
The Anderson Independent, in an editorial last week, cited Captain J. D. Harrcombe's long, faithful service to Clemson
and Clemson men, told of his immense
task, and praised his accomplishment—a
generally well fed Clemson student body.
TheTiger appreciates this comment.
No one knows better than the Tiger
about Captain Harcombe's sincerity, his
"good work." His is a sometimes thankless
task, but he keeps plugging- And in twenty
years he has brought Clemson's mess hall
system to be one of the most efficient in
this section.

BANKS, A TRUE CLEMSONIAN
Speaking of sportsmanship and Clemson spirit (words which mean the same
thing):
Athletic Ace Banks McFadden cut an
inspiring figure for Clemson men last Saturday—when the band played the alma
mater. There was not a more worn out,
weary man in the Charlotte stadium; and
there was not a man there who stood up
straighter, more sincerely in respect of
that alma mater than Banks.

TRUTH NOW, AND THEN
"Truth is the first casualty of war", a
prominent Clemsonian tells us. But isn't
this so: That truth is distorted by some
people and nations all the time, and that
this distortion comes to light more brightly in war times.
What of the multiple propaganda machines and agencies that have been at
work he're and elsewhere for lo, these 20
years? And can we forget the volumes of
treaties that have gone with the wind
since the first World War?

WE TRUST THE NEWSPAPERS
The Tiger trusts the majority of America's newspapers; it thinks freedom of
the press a great treasure; and it has no
time for people who preach and shout
"lies, propaganda" at everything in the
newspapers.
True, the warring nations have strict
censorship bureaus, have propaganda
agencies supreme; and each tries to impress neutrals with its side. But American
newspapermen are no fools.
And despite malicious whispering in
certain circles and several KNOWN propaganda agencies, the American layman,
the Tiger thinks, trusts safely, and is "the
best informed" in the world.

THE STUDY PERIOD
Clemson has a unique, and well-organized "study period."
Long-roll, the military calls it, and it
takes place at 8:s0 p. m- After long roll,
salesmen, visitors, bull shooters are excluded from barracks rooms. And there
is nothing for the student to do—but
study, or read, or sleep. The conscientious
student will do the former.
Freshman theme song:
chop, well all right!"

"chop-chop-
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LETTERSTO AND FROM

TOM CLEMSON

By GEORGE GOBLET
(Editor's Note: Letters to and
from Tom Clemson, concerning
ANYTHING witin reason, will
be printed weeekly. All Clemson students and friends are
invited to contribute. Names
must be signed to letters before
they are printed, but they will
be withheld on request of the
contributor. Contributions must
be short and to the point (not
over 250 words) and they must
be in the Tiger office no later
than the Sunday morning before publication of the following
week's Tiger
Friday?
evening).)

—oscar says—
—that Winthrop picked up a bo—that if anybody wants to know .
rat who has been four previous colleges at least, and is to Winthrop about "Little Egypt" see Rah Rah
Louie, he hasn't missed it in four
as Scotia is to Clemson.
years.
—osear says—
—that Ritababe, the first lady of
.—oscar says—
the Tiger, may or may not be on
—that it happened last year in
Charlotte and history repeated ithand for the brawl tomorrow.
—oscar says—
self—the Senior platoon stayed on
—that the Bonnie Banks was still the field too long.
trying some long passes in that very■—oscar says—dark lobby ■ on the Hotel's second
—that the band and platoon on
floor late Saturday night—and he the field at the same time is too
was getting good cooperation, we much unless they work together in
might add.
movements and that's impossible.
—-oscar says—
—that Mitchell Simmons still does
—that it was nice of State to give
us a page and a half in the official not know what hit him in the head
football program last week-end; in that "cave" he was in Saturday
but oscar thinks somebody slipped night—but oscar knows that he
mighty hard when it was approved was talking to the wrong "care"
as official. Clemson alumni attend occupant.
—oscar says—games, too, and the things they said
—that young Dreisbach is thinkabout that program weren't exactly
ing about State Fair slogan too soon
complimentary.
—and some U. S. C. "hubby" is go■—oscar says——that he hopes the announcer ing to be a little sore if he hears
of that Junior College crack realizes about last Friday night.
that it was about as big a slap in
—oscar says—
—that the dance in Charlotte
his own face as he could possibly
Saturday night was just another '
have made.
—oscar says—
suction.
—that "Smoke Rings" is letting
-—oscar says—
J
—that Col. Alex is getting inlate dates worry him to death and
he has definitely issued warnings volved and evolved these days and
that there is going to be a "changed now he's resorted to writing sweet
poetry to the "bobbing'' family.
Bouton."
—oscar says—■

—that Winthrop's No. 1 yard engine, Moore, was doing a lot of
sputtering and missing last weekand Engineer Doris was at the
throttle.
—oscar says—

—that if the boys on the upper
side of the hill at retreat would
only realize it, they look childish
as hell standing up there chewing
gum for all they're worth—and
that goes for Clemson's Charlotte
boys who rode with the sponsors
last Saturday. All but one were
going like they had a bale of hay
in their mouths.

■—oscar says—

—that Joe, that handsome Payne
boy, signed as many autographs as
Carter's got liver pills last weekend . . . and it's a shame they all
had to be so old, Joe.
—oscar says—

—that Crawford
Lawton has
ONE YEAR AGO
found an old hole over in Sandy
• A tiny fox terrier caused more
Springs and you'd think he Was
than a ton of power to stop powertaking agriculture the ways he's
ing and held the attention of five
throwing seed over there.
thousand people last week. The
—oscar says—animal trotted onto the field dur—that "Dimples'' Marshall had
ing the Clemson-V. M. I. game.
better let the Rats' dates alone this
The Clemson signalman, not wishweek-end if he wants to keep check
ing to assassinate the animal, called
on an old flame that could burn
—oscar says—
a cessation of hostilities until it was
—that DeWitt Ross stays over again.
removed?
—oscar says—the dance roster like a hawk—waitBill Cason, boxing team manager,
—that Rufus, I'm Gonna' Be Lige
ing
to
see
if
Florence
of
Florence
says, "If youse guys don't buy from
is coming back—and Oscar knows Sloan, Henry got the wrong room
my store I'll slaughter you. If you
that he was No. 1 last week-end, four times in Hotel Charlotte—and
do I'll tell coach you're eatin'
and
"Pipe" was No. 2, and—well it wasn't because the lights were
sweets."
that's
not all, but it's enough this out either.
Last Monday Professors W. F.
—oscar says—
GET OUT USURER!
time.
Hodge and T. K. Fitzpatrick of
—that it looks like our tuition
-—oscar says—
Clemson's architectural school acted Campus Money-Lenders.
—that Col. Nellie is "dragging" will have to be raised to pay for
I notice by signs posted over the
as judges in an art exhibit held
that Rock Rentz this. week-end, but be- all the "mail'' the registrar's sendin the Greenville Art league gal- guard room bulletin board
fore it's all over it'll probably be ing out—and he calls council attenyou are back again this year.
lery.
tion to a pertinent need.
just the other way around.
That's too bad.
Outstanding cadet of the week,
—oscar says—
—oscar says—You know, I guess, that those of
Bob Martin who sent a collect tele—that from one of the purity
—that it's early in the year, and
gram to The Col. stating that he you who charge exhorbitant interest boxes comes the suggestion that we the grass is still green—but find a
would be late in returning from rates are parasitic rascals thriving make this another Winchell column good spot this week-end boys beon poor boys—and that you stand and forecast 61
week-end leave.
, well a bunch cause the old ones will be covered.
liable to legal prosecution, and you of stuff, but suffice it to say that
FIVE YEARS AGO
—oscar says—
can't
legally
collect
the
interests.
Prof. E. J. (Musical Ed) Free—that there's a fine array of
all seeds aren't sown.
Every
college
campus
in
this
man, head of the machine shop,
sweet gals on the dance list and
—oscar says—
composes words and music to "Ti- state, I guess, is infested to some
—that Soph Fox must have en- he's all for quality and not quantity
r
E er Rah", new Clemson pep song. extent with your kind.
tered into a real armistice with any how.
■—oscar Bays—
Remember this: I'm keeping the little Cordwood Saturday night—
Prof. Freeman, feeling that the local
—that he believes Jack Winfield
student body was in need of a pep weather eye open on you and this for nothing else would have him
put
that
one
in about himself and
song, composed "Tiger Rah" which may be called a threat: If by the drinking milk at 4 a. m. after a
Clemson can truly call its own.
first of November any of you are football game and dance in Char- Col. Lilly will tell him that doesn't
work.
Teddy Boselli: freshman, who charging more than the legal in- lotte.
that he doesn't like to play dumb,
—oscar says—
when asked if he was going to terest rate (7% per year in South
—that you can make this column but he just wonders why Aubrey
Evening
Watch
replied.
"Why Carolina), I shall publicly condemn
should I; I'm not on guard' duty.
you in this column—names and better if you'll fill up the oscar Vincent keeps that mattress in the
back of his car.
boxes.
Senior R. Rogers was so elated all.
because of coming on duty as O.
Tom
Cemson
G. that he 'got in the air' sternly
giving the following command,
HEED THIS, SUCKERS
"Balloons Right".
...Dear Suckers Who
TEN YEARS AGO
Many changes in Cadet Regula- Borrow From Usurers:
You'll probably be broke sometions receive a hearty welcome by
the corps.
Outstanding changes times this year—and that "money
are: Cadets will wear numerals on to lend" sign will look attractive;
consider
their collars. Freshmen will wear but before you borrow,
a "1," sophs a "2," juniors a "3" these facts:
The common campus money lendand seniors a "4". No roll call will
be called for church, but a cadet er here charges' a 20 per cent each
is duty bound to attend. He will be two weeks, interest rate. That rate
subject to dismissal if he absents is progressive, in other words, the
himself without permission.
interest rate on
money borrowed
Starting in the next few days from those individuals is 560 per
the obeyance of training rules will cent
PER
YEAR—CAN YOU WHAT WILL BE YOUR CHIEF INTEREST IN COLUMBIA
be in charge of the varsity seniors IMAGINE THAT!
AT THE STATE FAIR BESIDES THE FOOTBALL GAME?
instead of the coaches as it has
And they get it, too.
Walter Renkin (freshman)—My
P. T. Garrett (senior)—All I'll be
been in the past. Coaches will no
I knew a freshman two
years interested in is seeing us beat heck date and the carnival.
'longer be required to see that the ago who borrowed
three dollars out of Carolina. I believe well do
G. H. Burgess (sophomore)—The
The
players do not break training rules. because he thought he needed it
Miss America show. . .
it too—don't you?
The honor system will be used and for a Ball. In November he thought
E. C. Butler (Junior)—Mr. WhitK. Matheson (freshman) — The
it is hoped that the boys will co- he had paid it back—but in Decemgirls, my friend,
the girls.* I'm ney's niece.
operate.
ber the money lender was back gonna take in all the dances.
W. B. Salley (senior) Nothing . .
By BILL WADE
The Saber Club, military club
Bill Bouton (senior)—The crowd you wanna know too much!
FRIDAY, "LADY OF THE TROP- formed of outstanding militarists at with a bill for 12 dollars which he
M. E. Walker (junior) That litas
ICS"—Most who have seen Hedy Clemson, is petitioning the Scab- said was interest rate on the origii- interests me about as much
that the anything else.
tle girl and the dance.
Lamarr as the Lady of the Tropics bard and Blade, the oldest and nal three, and he said
Sam Hasell (sophomore) NeckJ. H. Miller (freshman) — Since
have said that Hedy is still worth highest rated military organization original three dollars was still due
watching but the picture as a whole in the U. S., for a unit at Clem- THE MONEY THAT FRESHMAN I'm playing football, I just want ing—to catch up on lost time.
Henry Brady (senior) The midis disappointing. Robert Taylor is son. The Corps wishes the Sabres HAD' PAID BACK TWO WEEKS us to beat the devil out of those
AFTER THE DANCE WAS SIMPLY Carolina rats.
get show—I room with Bozard.
the victim of Lamarr's tropical the best of luck.
"INTEREST"
And
the usurer
Ernest Cottingham (junior)
—
J. W. McClure (sophomore)—An
fever, and even the great Taylor
TWENTY YEARS AGO
you extra nice girl—Josephine.
The farm machinery exhibit—prois no match for the lures of the
Things are happening so fast at was a pretty big fellow—so
J. T. Powers (junior)— Women bably.
screen's latest glamour girl. The I clemson that people who say, "it can guess the rest.
Seig Holmes (junior)—Do you
Watch your step, you fellows who and Columbia's full of them.
movie draws to a slow close when can't be done" are being interrupted
are
inclined to
borrow
You
Tom Able
(senior)—Pink lem- want a specific name? MARY!
Taylor prevents Hedy from marry- by someone doing it.
Bobby Emerson (freshman) The
ing a rich native and grabs her for
Clean Sleevers organize. The might as well learn right now that onade and popcorn . . .
himself. Frankly the jungle and most exclusive club in Clemson. the the same type of leach that plays
Paul McAlister (junior)—A lot of dance.
H. V. Simpson (junior)—Women,
Joseph Schildkraut are better to Clean Sleevers club, was recently his trade in barracks—will be stalk- friends that I have in Columbia
my boy, women.
watch than Taylor and Lamarr, organized here. This club is com- ing your trail in later life
and all the good looking gals.
but you can't tell a Clemson audi- posed of men who have been in the
The thing to do, I think, is not
We appreciate your courtesy In
ence that. Just join the crowd that "pen for four years without ob- j only to kick the parasite out but might be available to bring her
the future.
lines up after the free show.
—
j also to make it so that he can't over in.
E. F. W.
LOVE AND KISSES
SATURDAY, SAME AS FRIDAY. friend who trys to straighten him : (jome backi
The "Senator"
MONDAY,
"On
BORROWED out. The rather disjointed story
HANDWRITING ON WALL
Tom Clemson
TIME"—Those of you who like works its way to a disappointingDear Tom:
Dear Mr. Clemson:
tragedy as a regular diet will get close as Raft, who has gone straight
Posted on the bulletin board of
LET'S INVITE ANNE
It was previously announced that
your fill if you care to see this finds out he is suspected again, and Dear Tom:
Furman students were cordially the General Science department are
drama of supernatural death. Lio- being trailed sells his business and
Are we gonna let poor little Anne invited to see all of the Clemson two items which, together, spell out
nel Barrymore is the principal in robs a post office to get money to
the true meaning of the new Euroa story that is reminiscent of the cover up his illegal sale. The show Rutherford come all the way here games played at Clemson and they pean conflicts' to all our cherished
would
be
admitted
.with
a
student
from
the
West
coast
and
leave
comes
to
a
dismal
end
when
Raft
old "Death Takes a Holiday". In
Clemson?
That ticket. Furman also cordially wel- faiths, hopes, and ideals for the
the new story Death is trapped in is caught and mowed down. The without seeing
comed the cadets to see the games future.
wouldn't
be
half
fair—nor
would
redeeming
features
of
this
opus
are
Barrymores apple tree and is unThe first item is a poster anplayed at Furman.
it
speak
so
well
for
our
Southern
a
remarkable
portrayal
by
George
able to come down and claim any
nouncing the Rhodes Scholarship
Last
Friday
night
a
number
of
hospitality.
What
think
you?
more victims until .Barrymore lets Raft of a misquided youth, and
Why can't prexy McKeown or Clemson cadets were at the Furman offers for 1940-41. It fairly glows
his little grandson climb into the excitement all along the way.
THURSDAY,
"BACHELOR Editor ■ Mazo or Worm somebody Georgia game. We waited in line with opportunity for men with attree. The play was proclaimed as
tributes of intelligence, strong
a hit on Broadway, and has since MOTHER"—Ginger Rogers should invite her over for the
TIGER until the half trying to secure
character, earnestness, social and
made a good run as a movie. It's pack the house as an altogether Brawl Friday nite? After all Rat tickets at the student section ofphysical fitness, truth, honor, and
a type, and some will like it fine attractive "bachelor mother". This Hufford needs a sponsor
ain't fice. At last they were secured
and some won't. You "A" men in one has all the earmarks of ro- this too gold a golden opportunity wiith the aid of a "notary public" idealism.
And darkly above is a letter which
Drama had better drop down. It's mantic comedy at its best. With to pass up
The Tiger staff car to identify each student. A few cancels the scholarship offer for
of the cadets had dates from the
full of what John Lane calls "tech- no story to go on the directors
of "Bachelor Mother" have
just taining any stripes to denote their Woman's college and to our surprise 1940-41, and suspends all scholarnique".
we found that our dates were re- ships for 1939-40. Ninety-six men,
gone ahead and slapped a few good military rank.
TUESDAY—No previews.
quired to sit on opposite sides of who were to study, to learn, to make
THIRTY YEARS AGO
WEDNESDAY, "I STOLE A MIL- lines together here and there to
strides forward, are being withFootball field to be lighted with the stadium.
LION"—Another tragedy with de- produce an hilarious comedy." David
We appreciate the fine sports- drawn from Oxford and rushed
The manager of
cidedly more action to offer is "I Niven is in a suction as father to electric lights.
Stole a Million". George Raft plays the abandoned brat that is left the football team has had five manship that Furman shows the across the ocean.
And now, both east and west of
the part of a tough luck guy who with Ginger. The old theme of large electric lights hung around Clemson students when they attend
seems to be linked up with all sorts gutter to penthouse was never in a the field. This will be one of the a football game at Furman. Clem- our own country, blank walls of hate
always
accommodate forbid the expansion or extension
of crime even though he is no better setting. All the campus peo- first fields in this section to be son can
where in the vicinity when it ple will enjoy it while we are so lighted. This was indeed a wise enough seats to seat the students in other frontiers of those sterling
happens. Claire Trevor takes the watching the destruction of the move, as the Tigers have never had and their dates or at least we don't qualities listed as requisite for
Rest On Page 3
object to them sitting together.
1 enough time to practice.
part of the understandly girl Gamecock.

By GEORGE McMILLAN
COLUMBIA, HERE WE COME
From Charlotte (a great time was
bad by all) and our gracious hosts
there who turned the town over
to Clemson and N C State for the
wsek-end, we now look to Columbia, the State Fair game, and all
that goes with it. From what that
team did to the Tar Heel brethren
last week, there is very little doubt
as to what will happen to Carolina, but we're looking forward to
the fracas, anyway.
REUNION AFOOT
Another big event is being instituted for Pair Week this year in
the form of an Alumni banquet at
five o'clock Wednesday at the Jefferson hotel in Columbia. Mr. Jake
Woodward and everybody else will
be there for the happy gathering
and feed.
POPULAR OPINION
The fans at last Saturday's game
showed genuine appreciation for
the novel movements of Clemson's
Senior Platoon and Band, but from
the comments we've heard and
overheard, we gather two ideas that
might be taken as helpful criticism:
(1) That if the platoon would stay
on the field not quite so long and
would go through its complicated
movements in a little more rapid
succession ■• that is, not wait quite
so long between each one, the effect would be even more so; (2)
That those two drum majorettes,
costume, and all, are really the
stuff, but that they just don't belong with a Clemson band. Take
this for what it's wcvth.
WE'RE WAITING
A Clemson man doesn't forget,
especially things like the Winthrop
Concert last year. We've heard a
great many requests for the orchestra's return,
and
Crawford
Lawton, Tiger Brotherhood prexy,
has already appointed a committee
to do something about it. That's
one date we'll mark down as soon
as it's announced. And 'we understand that there's a possibility of
hearing two of these concerts this
year....one this fall and one next
spring.
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Central Dance Group Signs Larry Clinton For Homecoming Series
Dance Be First
Major Affair
Of Fall Season

Tom Clemson
ip:

By BRUCE E. MARSHALL
(Society Editor)

x.

Cheers greeted the
announcement this week that Central Dance
Association had secured the services of one of the nation's leading
dance bands for its
series
known as Autumn Ball, November
10-11. Larry Clinton, "The Dipsy
Doodler" and his famous orchestra
will feature the dance series to
be presented on the week-end of
Clemson's
Homecoming
football
game with Wake Forest, November
ii.
Larry needs no introduction to
swing fans troughout the country
who have heard his
recordings,
compositions, and programs eminating from radio stations
and
night spots of prominence in this
country. He is the most talked
about band leader in America today for his compositions and song
hits such as "My R«verie," "Dipsy
Doodle", "It Took A Million Years'
and most recently "Our Love."
Over his nation-wide ra*'' hookup last week he was awarded a
plaque by a leading musical publiN^cation
cation for being chosen the best
ndleader and composer of swing
Tiandli
tunes.
turlex. for the year. A vertual "miracle man" is Clinton
when it
comes
to arranging for statistics
show that he arranged more songs
last year than any two arrangers
combined. In the 1939 "Downbeat"
poll he .was voted America's best
arranger.
The C. D. A. in announcing this
great name band plans to give to
the corps and its guests the biggest
dance series of the year, other than
Taps Ball later in the season, Arrangements are being made to present a Friday afternoon concert in
the chapel, A Friday night formal,
and a Saturday night informal,
all of which will be the drawing
card of the South for the weekend.

PRINTING
127 E. Whitner St.

ALTMAN PRINTING CO.
Phone 160

Anderson, S. C.

MAESTRO—Larry Clinton, one
of America's outstanding orchestra
leaders, will bring his musical outfit to Clemson for the Homecoming
dances November 10 and 11.

Dairy Club Sends
Petition To ADSA
A petition is this week being prepared by officers of the Dairy club
and Professor Ben Goodale for the
admission of the organization into
the American Dairy Science Association.
The petition will be sent to the
national organization as soon as it
it drawn up. If the Clemson club is
admitted it will be the only chapter
of tire Association in the southeast,
it was stated.
Officers of the Dairy club are
L. R. Arrington, Fred Gray, and
Pinckney Eve. Professor Ben Goodale is the faculty advisor.
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RUNNTNG-UP PRICES
Dear Tom:
I don't think any of the downtown cafes or stores should run
prices up on food over the dance
week-ends.
One or two of the
down-town
places are guilty of this "runningup" and I think its up to the students to see that its stopped. After all, we've got only a limited
amount of money to spend, and if
the down-town cafes can come out
"ok," and make money, on regular
prices throughout the week, certainly there's no excuse for this
"running-up."
It may even be profiteering!
Harry McKeown,
President, CDA.
WHO IS CHAMP
Dear "Big Job" Turner
And "Rat" Scarborough
I understand that both of you
are good bull fiddle players, and
that the Jungaleers and Brigadiers,
respectively, claim that you are ihe
Best "bull fiddler" at Clemson.
Now, who is best?
Why don't .the two fo you, backed by your
respective orchestras,
give the corps a battle of music
one of the fine nights—and let them
decide?
TOM CLEMSON

NAZI BUND MATTER
Dear Mr. Editor:
If the morning paper quoted you
correctly, and I hope it did, let me
say I think you said the right
thing, to the right bunch at the
right time, in asking them to keep
their highly colored propaganda
away from your college.
.More power to you and pour paDr. and Mrs. B. O. Williams will per.
Sincerely,
be guests of Dr. and Mrs. Howard
JOHN L. HUNTER
Odum at Chapel Hill, North CaroDue West, S. C.
lina on October 21.
Both Dr. Williams and Dr. Odunv
Editor's Note:
who is a member of the faculty at
The
Tiger
acknowlthe University of North Carolina^
are recognized among the outstandedges receipt of many
ing sociologists of the South.
letters concerning the

Williamses To
Visit In N. C.

Gonzaga University's athletic
coaching staff is composed entirely
of graduates of the school.

RALEYS CAFETERIA
Quality Food
Excellent Service
At Popular Prices
1324 Main Street
Columbia, S. C.
Across thte street from the Ritz Theatre

WELCOME TO OUR STORE
WHILE YOU ARE IN COLUMBIA FOR YOUR ANNUAL
STATE FAIR FOOTBALL GAME
Here you will find everything needed in the
school room—from pencils to recitation books.
You should spend some time in our GIFT DEPARTMENT where
you can pick up lovely gifts for from 50c up. How is your fountain pen working? If it i-.oeds some attention, let our "pen
doctor" see it.

THE R.L. BRYAN COMPANY
1440 Main Street.

0SHER

-From Page 2Rhodes Scholars. May we in America have the strength and the
courage to preserve our ideals behind our own lightly-guarded frontiers.
Frank Mills

Columbia, S. C.

front page open-letterform editorial about Nazi
projoganda, and other
matter printed in the
Clemson newspaaper during the past feew weeks.
We appreciate comment
and criticism from
friends and alumni, and
from students, and. are
encouraged by tte keen
interest evidenced in our
several stands.
PARSON GOODE IS WELL
Dear Parson Goode:
I'm very glad to see you up and
about again.
Baptist students have missed
your cheerful Sunday morning
greeting, and your . smile—on the
campus.
Hurry and mend altogether, sir,
and come see us.
Tom Clemson
ARNOLD IS HOME
Dear John L:
Last week you asked whether
Arnold Grayson (7 foot pee-wee)
was home, and about his kid brother.
It's true. Young Grayson is a
freshman at Furman, and Arnold
isn't back at Clemson this year
because his father, like so many of
our fathers, can hardly afford to

The Columbia
Chamber of Commerce
EXTENDS TO THE CLEMSON CORPS OF CADETS

A Cordial Welcome
TO THE SOUTH CAROLINA STATE FAIR AND
THE CLEMS0N-CAR0LINA FOOTBALL CLASSIC
FOR ANY INFORMATION DESIRED WHILE IN COLUMBIA
CALL AT OUR OFFICES AT 1104 LADY STREET

CHAPEL HILL
Once again another peace movement. The Very least we can say
then is that they all "mean well"
There have teen scores of these
"peace movements" in various colleges throughout the United States
and some of them have worked in
earnest
and have
accomplished
much. Others have simply organized, crossed their fingers, and prayed.
Reading from The
Daily Tar
Heel I ran across a story telling
about another peace organization
in the process of birth. The originators of the movement calling
LET'S PLAY "FINLANDIA"—Professor Paul Lucas, director of the
upon the women in the United
Carnegie Musle Library, is shown in the picture explaining the fine
States "to band together -in this
points caring for Clemson's valuable library. The library which
time of national emergency and
contains some 1,000 recordings, is located on the third floor of main
express to their government their
bilding, and is "always or»;n to all students."
earnest desire for peace." An organization called "Mothers
for
Peace", has been formed at UNC.
The women say, "There must be
no more old Star Mothers in America. There will not be if the mothThe local troop committee for
ers of America will join hands now
the Boys Scouts of America was rein a united front for peace". They
continue, "This can be done, first,
organize at a recent meeting in
by writing the president and senDr. Calhoun's office. Elected to the
ators, secondly, by actively fighting
war propaganda so fluent in the
Sgt. Kenny R. Helton was made committee were the following: G.
U. S."
an honorary member of the local M. Armstrong, H. E. Glenn and Joe
Brown.
Sgts. Club at its organization meetDr. Calhoun and P. D. HoltzenTENNESSEE
ing on last M»nday night. The donff were relected to serve anothHere's the way Earl Lingar of members were high in their praise
U. of Tenn. sizes up his football of Sgt. Helton's work with the first er year. Fred Kirchner resigned as
scoutmaster, another scoutmaster
team:
sergeants and voted to a man to ex- will be elected at any early meetLine by Maginot; hips by Sally tend this honor to him.
ing.
5
Rand; facial expressions by Vic
Edgar Ross was elected pres., Paul
McLaglen; passes by Annie Oakley; McAlister, vice-pres., and F. Sieg
muscles by Chas. Atlas; rushes by Holmes, secretary of the group.
Tbeta Psi; blocks by Sen. Borah:
Plans were discussed for aiding
and words and music by Maj. Bob the Tiger circulation staff and othNeyland.
er campus
organizations
which
Well, Earl, you've got something need contact work with the boys on
there.
the companies.
5

Top Sergeants
Elect Officers,
Honor Helton

TAPPED BY BLUE KEY—Colonel Herbert M. Pool Clemson commandant, was formally tapped by Clemson's chapter of Blue Key,
honor leadership fraternity, at a rr.bss-hall ceremony yesterday.
Colonel Pool is an honorary member of the local chapter. Other
honorary members are: Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, Senator James F.
Byrnes, Sta(»j Senator Winchester Smith, J. C. Littlejohn, Captain
J. D. Harcombe, Dean H. H. Willis, Colonel Charles W. Weeks,
W. W. Klugh.

Alumni To Meet In
Capital Wednesday
Jake Woodward, Clemson alumni
secretary,
this week
announced
that the mid-year alumni meeting
will
be held in Columbia
next
week.
Following is the announcement
made by Mr. Woodward:
"The regular mid-year meeting
of the Clemson men which is held
in Columbia during the State fair,
will be held this year in the Rathshellar of the Jefferson hotel in
Columbia at five thirty p.m., Wednesday, Oct. 18th."
The meeting will be in charge ol
the Columbia chapter of Clemson
alumni and a dinner will be served. The hour of meeting has been
set at five thirty so that it will be
over at seven
o'clock, giving all
who wish ample time to attend the
Freshman game
on Melton field
between the Tiger Cubs and the
Carolina Biddies. All are urged to
attend and are requested to make
reservations for the
dinner with
Walter Tilly, care of the State
Highway Dept. at Columbia or J.
H. Woodward at Clemson.
*
"This is necessary in order that
those in charge
may know how
many to prepare for. Dr. Sikes and
and others rrom the college wilJ
attend. National President' of the
Alumni Corp, "Buddy" Thornhill
will preside and many prominent
Alumni from all over the countryare expected to attend.
"Tickets for the Freshman game
will be on sale at the meeting." 11
keep one son in school.
Arnold will be back at Clemson
next year, though, I hope.
Tom Clemson

Tom, ole boy,
I read an article the other day
by one of our contemporary wits,
, Don Herald.
He was explaining
just how he would go about organizing a college
or university
and what
he would require the
students
to learn. Quote: "
then I'll stress the appreciations.
I'll have major courses in the appreciation of music, literature, and
architecture, painting and all the
other arts. One of the first things
a' person should
know, to make
himself worth living with, is how
to enjoy living with himself. Too
many people learn merely how to
make money and spend it at buying the wrong things. Most millionaires have bad taste—and not
much fun."
So here's the point I'm gettin
to. Why not let's organize a music
appreciation club of our own, say
for fifjteen or twenty students in
the corps who really
love fine
music.
We have the Carnegie music library consisting of about a thousand choice recordings and about
fifty good books on all phases of
music."
There would
no initiation no
fees or dues, simply an informal
get-to-gether once every two weeks
to talk about and listen to
the
works of the masters.
We could
plan meetings at which one of us
could present a short paper or a
talk dealing with
something of
musical interest. There are unlimited possibilities.
Now here is what you can do to
help get this underway.
Answer
this letter stating
just how you
feel toward it. The more
letters

OFFICERS ELECTED
The Greensboro, N. C, chapter ot
Clemson alumni,
elected new officers at a meeting held in Greensboro Thursday, October 5 .
Charles Bates, graduate in
the
class of 1937 was named president
of the organization, while B. Tate
Horton, '36, was elected secretary.
The club, which is in reality tiie
Upper Piedmont Chapter of North
Carolina, voted to have the next
meeting Nov. 9, in Durham, N. C
ALUMNI TO WED
Two Clemson graduates who were
in school at the same time will
embark on the sea of matrimony on
the same day.
T. T. Wilheit, '38, of
Augusta,
Ga., and Miss Jane Fair, of Beach
Island, S. C, will be married on
Saturday.
T.'Mack Folger '37, former Clemson football star, and Miss Jean
Foy, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. JT. Foy of Clemson, are to be married the same day.
MEETING HELD
The Charlotte chapter of Clemson alumni were hosts at a pregame meeting
Friday
night at
Thrasher's restaurant in Charlotte.
The meeting was
attended by
visiting alumni, former students
and friends of the college. Representing Clemson were: Mr. Littlejohn, Colonel H. M. Poole, and J
H. Woodward, alumni secretary.
the more members and the better
the club. Drop your letters in the
TIGER boxes addressed to TOM
CLEMSON.
Sincerely,
ED SCHMIDT.
In defeating
North
Carolina
State's Wolfpack 25 to 6 last weekend, Clemson's Tigers had to punt
only three times, one of these being a 71 yard quick kickk by fullback Bru Trexler.
The Temple University school of
medicine had 2,000 applications for
110 vacancies in its freshman class.

Scout Committee
Is Reorganized

ROYAL CROWN
COLA

WINTHROP
This isn't news but it is something worth talking about—that
new Winthrop Auditorium. I wandered into it the other day and
for a minute I though I was in
Radio City Music Hall or Convention Hall in Atlantic City....and
cool....air-conditioned and all that
sort of thing. The last word in
modern architecture.
In the back smaller hall suitable
for student recitals, etc. Then, too,
rows of private sound-proof piano
and console organ studios. What a
place!
It seems to me that some energetic campus organization (Winthrop, of course) ought to plan a

detailed tour of their campus for
the various legislators and Waysand-Means Committeemen so that
they might see exactly the result
of their meager allocations. I'm
sure they would be amazed, too,
a couple of thousand ferns ought
to do something toward softening
any mans heart and pocektbook. 5

On Sale at the Canteen
and Everywhere Else

NEHI
BOTTLING CO.
Anderson, S. C.
"Buck Barton"

Clemson Cadets Are Always Welcome

at MAYFAIR GRILL
ANDERSON, S. C.

Clemson Cadets
Columbia Welcomes You
THE SOUTH CAROLINA GAS AND
ELECTRIC COMPANY BUSES ARE HERE
TO SERVE YOU.
BUSES RUN EVERY FEW MINUTES TO
TAKE YOU TO THE FAIR GROUNDS.

5 Tokens for - - - 25c

THE STATE FAIR Extends A Cordial Welcome

The State of South Carolina
We announce the following schedule of events of the Fair:
Tuesday, October 17—Future Palmetto Farmer's Day.
Wednesday, October 18—4-H Club Day and University South Carolina Freshmen
vs. Clemson Freshmen Football Game.
Thursday, October 19—College and Football Day—Carolina vs. Clemson.
Friday, October 20—School Day.
Harness Races—Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday.
GRAND STAND'PERFORMANCES
AFTERNOONS AND EVENINGS
—Featuring—
Victor's Music Box Revue with Especially High Class Acts.

/
*

/
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PLATOON FUND PUSHERS—First Sergeants (L.) P. W. McAlister
of Company K-l, and (R.) M. T. Ficjdin of B-2 tied in reporti«nate
company collections for the Tiger sponsored Senior Platon traveling
fund which was successfully put in last week E. W. Cooler, center,
was the largest single contributor. The three "top" men were awarded respectively a cartoon of Phillip Morris cigarettes and a carton of
Beech Nut chewing gum by the Tiger. Final tabulations on the
fund drive show S211.60 collected. The corps contributed $172.60.
Organizations made up the remaincor. Cooperating organizations
were: The Tiger, the YMCA, Blue Key, Alpha Chi Sigma, Senior
Council, Scabbard and Blade, Tiger Brotherhood, Phi Psi, $igma
Epsilom, and Gamma Alpha Mu.

Boiler Added
To Power Plant
A new boiler has been added to
the central power house to supply
steam for the barracks and campus buildings, it has been announced by David R. Watson, Maintenance engineer of the college.
The new equipment, Mr. Watson
said replaces two old units which
have been in use for more than
25 years. The steam capacity of the
new unit, it is reported, will considerably
greater
than that of
both of the old ones.
The new boiler is already in use.
Since school started in September,
it has been said to supply steam for
the laboratories and the laundry.
There are now five boilers in the
heating plant.

Dr. Williams To
Speak At Meet
Dr. B. O. Williams will atend the
Conference of State Superintendents of Schools in Columbia on
November 4.
The conference theme is The
Economic Basis of Education in
South Carolina. Dr. Williams will
outline suggestions for the improvement of these conditions. The title
of his speech is "What Should Be
Done About It".
5
SENIORS ENTERTAINED
Dr. Gilbert
H. Collings of the
Agronomy department entertained
the members of Kappa Alpha Sigma, the Agronomy
fraternity, at
his home last Sunday afternoon.
This was an annual get-together of
the Agronomy Seniors which Dr.
Collings holds each fall.

FOR SALE
One six room house and one five room house
Both in Excellent Condition
—SeeMr. Pat Goodman
Phone 174-J

FOR SMARTEST STYLE IN COATS AND DRESSES,
..LINGERIE AND HOSE
—See—

THE SMART & THRIFTY SHOP
Anderson, S. C.

102 E. Benson Street

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE
South Carolina's Leading Store
For Men And Young Men
'Ciemson Headquarters In Greenville'

Clemson's 2,215 Cadets Cut A Clean Figure . . .

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Ciemson College Laundry

Ciemson Corps
Well Received
At Charlotte

First Round Of
Rat Swimming
Meet Finished

Some 2,000 Men
Attend Game And
City Functions

Elimination To
Continue Until
One Team Remains

Some 2,000 tired but happy Ciemson students returned Sunday from
a week-end in Charlotte—and the
Clemson-N. C. State football game.
Ciemson men literally
flooded
the "Queen City" taking over the
main streets, restaurants as well
as the football stadium.
Student
"Jaloppies," decorated with purple
and.gold streamers rattled thi-oughout Charlotte, horns honking, ocouuants cheering.
The city had the appearance of a
college town as both Ciemson and
State students thronged in for the
Southern Conference tilt.
Cheered by the 25-6 victory over
N. C. State Saturday
afternoon,
several
hundred cadets
enjoyed
themselves at the
State-Clemson
dance that night.
The rooms of Tigertown barracks
were filled
again 10:30
Sunday
night as the week-end leave and
all week-end privileges came to
an end.
Saturday the Ciemson
Senior
Platoon, Ciemson band, and sponsors for Clemson-Charlotte club officers participated in a morning parade, and held the spotlight between halves of the football game.
Charlotte
city
officials
and
Chamber of Commerce men were
warm in their praise of Clemson's
showing Saturday.
The following letter was sent the
Tiger by Executive Vice-President
G. C. Kuester of the . Charlotte
Chamber of Commerce:
"We were made very happy
in having the Tigers with us to
play the Ciemson-State game.
We are also very happy that you
will be with us three (3) more
years and we feel satisfied that
you will be well pleased with
the Charoltte attendance.
We pledge our cooperation to
you in connection with all of
this.
With kind regards and very
best wishes, I am

The first round in the freshman
intercompany swimming meets was
completed last week in the "Y"
pool with company C-2 defeating
B-2, 55-15; D-2 winning over E-2,
39-32; and H-2 taking honors from
1-2, 49-17.
In these matches, as in previous
ones, many freshman stars were
uncovered. Bill Plumb, an excellent diver and swimmer, J. C. Brown
and Bill Annette all showed fine
form and ability. These Doys were
either high scorers in their company
meets or turned in good times in
their specialty.
Beginning this week, the first
round winners will swim off against
each other and will keep on eliminating until one team has won
out over all the rest. To date the
companies having the best records
are; H-2, which defeated L-2, 4917; and C-2, which won out over
B-2, 55-15.
The summaries of last week's
meets:

Alumnus Named
To PSC Post

THAT GOOD DATE'S COMIN'—Ton deMai is shown "signing up"
his date, Armanda Newman, of Charlotte, on the Tiger Ball roster.
Senior R. L. Cooley and a freshman seem interested, too.

Tiger To Run
The National
Survey Polls

Jacobs To Speak
At Fellowship
Meeting Tuesday

The national collegiate polls of
the Student Opinion Surveys of
America will be published in The
Tiger throughout the year, it was
assured here at Ciemson when arrangements were completed for regular interviewing on the Ciemson
campus.
The Tiger is one of the many
leading college and university newspapers cooperating with the Surveys, which have headquarters at
the University of Texas and now
count over two years of public opinion research behind them. Staff interviewers will receive ballots at
regular intervals here and at other
schools from coast to coast. Completed results will be mailed to
Austin, Texas, for national tabulations. Summaries of what the
American collegian is thinking and
talking about will then be sent to
members for publication.
"The Surveys offer to the college
press what Dr. George Gallup offers to the U. S. press—a 'fourth
dimension' in journalism," editors
of the polls remark. "This is the
only such college poll that uses personal interviews to gather opinions,
not trusting to luck with haphazardly distributed or printed-in-thepaper ballots. This way a mathematical cross-section is established
just like the Gallup and Fortune
polls, and the opinions of the entire million and a h#lf college
students are measured accurately."
Interviews here will be conducted by J. "Senator" Lever, member
of the Tiger staff, with Earl Mazo,
editor, acting as local director of
the polls. Joe Belden, of the University of Texas, is editor of the
Surveys.
The project, which received wide
national recognition last year, is
concerned only with disclosing facts
about student sentiment. It does not
seek to influence public opinion,
it was announced. Pressure groups
or student movements have no part
in the Surveys.
A proportional sample of college
students is the basis for the Surveys, determined from figures of
the U. S. Office of Education. Ballots are carefully distributed according to geographical sections,
sex, age, class in college, political
affiliation, whether the student
works or not, and tye of school.

Dr. William P. Jacobs, president
of Presbyterian college will be the
guest speaker at the monthly dinner meeting of the Fellowship club,
Ciemson civic
organization, next
Tuesday, it was announced today
by Professor J. Paul Lucas Head of
the speaker committee.
Dr. Jacobs has not yet announced his topic. He is, however, considered one of the best speakers in
the state on many subjects. Among
other things, Dr.
Jacobs is very
much interested
in college football. 'Each year he gives a trophy
to the college player who is votea
by the sports writer as the best
blocker in the state. He is also well
known textile manufacturer.
Professor Ben Goodale, Chairman
of the health committee, will a'so
announce, at the meeting that the
first health discussion for negroes
will be held at the Calhoun Colored school at 7:30 Monday evening,
October 30. Another discussion will
be held at
the- New Hope negro
school,
near Cherry's
Crossing,
November 6, it will be announced.
Dr. S. Simons,
South Carolina
State Syphologolist, will speak at
these discussions, Professor Goodale announced.
Professor Goodale also announced that Mrs. w. B., Albert had succeeded Mrs. J. P. Gammon as di*
rector
of the Fellowship
club's
health clinic. Mrs. Albert, the wife
of Dr. Albert,
has had previous
training in clinical work.

Walter C. Herbert, a native of
Orangeburg, South Carolina, was
on September 7, 1939, named director of the Electrical Utilities Division of The Public Service Commission, succeeding L. W. Pollard, who
resigned to engage in contracting
engineering.
Mr. Herbert is well equipped to
fill this important post, being a
graduate in electrical engineering
of Ciemson College and also a graduate in law of the University of
South Carolina. Also, he completed the U. S. Navy's special course
in steam engineering
at Stevens
Institute. In 1932 he was appointed
by the Commision to the position
of assistant valuation engineer, and
since then his promotions have
been rapid and before his recent
elevation to the responsible position
of director he had served as assistant Director for two years. He is,
therefore, instimately
acquainted
with the work of the division, and
has taken a prominent part in securing many substantial reductions
in the rates of electric utility comLast week,
"Background
For
panies that have been obtained by
the efforts of the South Carolina War", a series of bound Time magazine
articles,
was
distributed
Public Service Commission.
through barracks with the Tiger,
and
with the
compliments
of
TIME.
Several
students, and
faculty
men, have commented on the interesting, authentic
style used in
presenting TIME'S facts.
Here are some of them:
The Ciemson chapter of ASCE,
1. A quick review of the diplocombosed of students of Civil Engineering, has selected
23 new matic history of Europe from Vermembers, it was announced today sailles to Locarno, from Locarno to
by J. R. Lyles, president of the Munich.
A brilliantly readable account of
local group.
economic crises in
They are: Joe Reagan,
J. D. the successive
Glenn, D. H. Robinson, J. Q. Lev- Germany which culminated in the
er, R. A. Calhoun, J. L. Dukes, T. Nazi revolution.
3. A careful comparison of the
B. Rutledge, W. M.
Darby, Bill
Hunter, J. H. Harley, T. A. Mc- military power of the warring naTeer, C. Z. Yonce, G. J. Saify, W. tions.
4. A forecast of the strategy of
M. Poe, R. D. Randall, D. B. Kenedy, P. E. Schroder, W. L. Taylor, the war, to explain a two-page
T. M. Parkes, J. B. Southerlin, A. military map of Europe.
5. A study of the CommanderHawkins, A. L. Meyers, and H. W.
in-Chief of the Allied armies.
Webb.
6: An explanation of the war in
These new members will be formally received in to the organiza- China and its significance in the
tion at th final iniation, which will world crisis.
7. The
neutrals—a particularly
be held Thursday, October 27.
timely study of what war means to
nations on the sidelines (like America).

Time Pamphlet Is
Distributed Here

ASCE Inducts
23 Students

Plants Will Get
Distributed Heat

WELCOME CLEMSON
Dine At South Carolina's Newest, Finest Cafeteria
Two Serving Counters—Fastest Service in Columbia

HARVEY'S CAFETERIA
1230 Hampton Street

Columbia, S. C.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Tests have proven that we have the most durable uniforms. That is why we clothe Ciemson Cadets.

New heating equipment, which
will insure even heat, is this week
being installed in the Ciemson
horticulture student
experiment
hot houses.
The new
equipment,
it was
stated by Dr. J. B. Edmond, professor of horticulture, is of the latest stem type. The pipes have been
placed a great deal closer to the
beds, and the antiquated hot water
system, which has been in use for
several years, has been eliminated
completely.
The new apparatus will be thermostatically controlled. Any temperature can be maintained by adjusting a heat guage. As soon as
the temperature falls below the set
I heat, an automtic stoker will manufacture the steam required to raise
the temperature to the necessary
leyel.
5
NEW RESIDENTS
The George Cavalaris', proprietors
of the College
View
Inn, have
moved to the Ciemson campus and
are staying at the home of Mrs.
Major Abbott.
Their son. Charles, is attending
Clemson-Calhoun school.

Dog Show To Be
Feature At Fair
Even the dogs will have their- day
at. the 1939 Anderson fair.
That day has been set for Thurs
day, November 2, when all manner
of dogs will be afforded an oppor
tunity to strut for the public.
Already more than 100 dogs have
been entered in the show, and it is
expected that this number will be
trebled by November 2. There is
no entrance fee. The only require
ment is that each dog be accom
panied by his owner.
Well known sportsmen have been
invited to judge the dogs, including J. V. Robinson, of Greenville,
authority on certain breeds of dogs;
and Chris Suber, owner and mana
ger of the Chris Kennels, in Columbia.
Loving cups and dog supplies will
be awarded winners in the various
classifications.
These
classifica
tions include the best cur, the best
breed, best group of breeds, all
hounds,
sporting dogs,
working
dogs, non-sporting dogs, terriers
and toys.
The Anderson fair opens Monday
October 30, and continues through
Saturday, November 4. It is oper
ated by the Anderson Fair associ
ation,
a non-profit
communitybacked
organization.
The
fair
association embraces 12 counties:
Anderson,
Abbeville,
Greenville
Laurens, Greenwood, Oconee and
Pickens in South Carolina; Elbert
Franklin, Hart, Madison and Stephens in Georgia.

Lemaster Judge
At Cattle Show
Professor Paul LaMaster, head of
the Dairy department, this week
judged the four breeds of dairy
cattle at the North Carolina State
Fair, which was held in Raleigh.
Professor LaMaster, who is considered among the best judges of
cattle in the country, judged the
Gurnsey, Holstein, Ayshire, and
Jersey cattle.
5

C--: (85)—B-2 (15) '
40 Yd I"r.—Brown
(C-S): Benardm
(B-'_': Htinvey (C-2).
Time 27.0.
»iU Yd. Fr.—Ferguson (C-2); Annette
(C-2); Burley (B-2). Time 3S.
20 Back—Bronson
(C-2);
Hammej,t
(C-2): Brown (B-2). Time 12.7.
40 Breast—Smith (C); Breeland (C) ;
Brooks (B). Time 37.
SO Relay—Won by (C-2). Time 42.
BO Relay—Won by (C-2). Time 43.5.
Dive—Annette
(C);
Bronson
(C);
Brooks (B). 26 pis.
D-2 (39)—E-2 (32)
(D);
40 Fr.—Lawton
(D) ; Havell
Dyer (S). ' Time 24.
, 20 Back—Craven (D); Williams (E);
Cable (E). Time 15.'
40 Breast—James (D) ; Hare (E) ; Marshall (D).
Time 28.
60 Fr.—West (D) ; Hare (E) ; Emerson
(E). Time 40.
60 Relay—Won by (E-2). Time 43.5..
80 Relay—Won by (D). Time 60.5.
Dive—Hare (E); Craven (D) ; Williams
(E). 30 points.
H-2 (49>—1-2 (17)
40 Fr—Wright (H); Willis (I); Sears
(H).
Time 23.
60 Fr—Plumb (HI: Richardson (H) ;
Cudiert (I). Time 39.8.
-.Ml Back—Black iH); Pregrnal (H) ;
Kauste (I). Time 15.
40 Breast—Plumb (H) ; Willis (I) ;
Pyles (H). Time 30.
80 Relay—Won by (H-2). Time 43.
60 Relay—Won by (H-2). Time 37.5.
Dive—Plumb (H); Willis (I); pregnal
(H).
38 points.

'"*1

FRESHMAN GETS THE BREAKS—The Tiger's freshman staff
photographer, Robert Hufford, is a "cracker-jack" with the camera
and from what we 50e in the picture, he seems to have his way
with the ladies. Yessir, "Rat" Hufford got the breaks when Ander-...
son College's Marie Brandt and Mildred Sprouse gave him their
"sympathy."

Sears-Roebuck
Aull Publishes*
Economic Bulletin Feed Postponed

The banquet which had been
scheduled to be held Thursday at
the Poinsett hotel in Greenville for
Sears Roebuck scholarship men has
been postponed, it was announced
today by Professor W. B. Aull, vice
dean of the Agricultural school.
The baftquet was postponed, it
was stated, because Mr. Carney,
President of Sears Roebuck who
was to attend the banquet could
not attend. Mr. Carney was detained in Chicago because of urgent
Fi Batar Kapper is the name of business, Ciemson officials were
NEW YORK CITY—(ACP) Study the mock honorary fraternity at yesterday informed by long-disin bed and get good grades!
West Virginia University.
tance telephone.
5
That's the conclusion of Columbia university's instructor in Irish
culture, Collins Healy, after a long
and detailed study of Irish methods
of study, which revealed that the
students of the Emerald Isle did
their studying while in a lying, reclining or horizontal posture.
','The vision of schools equipped
with reclining and sleeping accomodations may seem fantastic and
far removed from what we currntly
consider good educational practice,
but psychological investigations accredit the horizontal posture during
study as sound," Mr. Healy says.
According to Edmund Campion
who wrote his history Of Ireland
in 157-, Mr. Healy continues, it
was a common sight to see students
"groveling upon couches of straw,
their books at their noses, themselves lying prostrate, and so
to chaunte out their lessons by
peece-meale, being the most part
lustie fellowes of twenty-five yeares
and upward."
Mr. Healy cited another psychologist, who said: "Investigations seem
to indicate rather definitely a large
number of writers, men of science,
ministers, statesmen, and those
who have become distinguished in
various lines, chose practically the
horizontal position for their most
careful intellectual work."

Bed Study Helps
School Grades

Dr G. H. Aull has had published a bulletin on the "Probable Economic Effects of a Homestead Exemption Act on Public Revenues in
South Carolina."
The object of the bulletin is to
better acquaint the people of South
Carolina with this act which is now
before the state legislature. Copies
of this publication may be obtained by writing the Publication Department, Ciemson.

STONE BROS.

Cordially Invites All Ciemson Men
Complete Outfitters To Men,
Young Men, And Students.

108 N. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

CLEMSON MEN ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME AT

PETE'S LUNCH ROOM No. 1

14 Pendleton Street

Cigarettes

NEW RAND

All Popular Brands

Electric Razor
$7.0

PerPkg. . .15c
Carton . $145
Tax Paid
50c Size
WOODBURY

Shaving Lotion

Headquarters For

Greenville, S. C.

$15.00 Value!
SCHICK CAPTAIN

Electric Razor
$12.50
wmummmmmmmmmmmmmm

Whitmans

Pound Can

AND

Norris

Raleigh Tobacco
76c

FINE CANDIES

Tax Paid

50c Size
KOLYNOS

Pound Can

PICTURE SCHEDULE AT CLEMSON
Oct.

12—"EACH DAWN I DIE"—James Cagney—
George Raft.
Oct. 13—"LADY OF THE TROPICS"—Hedy LaMarr,
Robert Taylor.
Oct. 14—'.'THE JONES IN HOLLYWOOD" (Afternoon)—"THE CHAMP"—Wallace Beery,
(Saturday Night)
15c.
Oct. 16—"ON BORROWED TIME"—Lionel Barrymore.
Oct. 18-19—'! STOLE A MILLION'—Claire Trevor,
George Raft.
Oct. 20-21—"HOTEL FOR WOMEN"—Ann
Sothern,
Story by Elsa Maxwell.
Oct. 23 and Afternoon of 24—"DUST BE MY DESTINY"—Pristilla Lane, John Garfield.
Oct. 24—Night
Only—"ANGELS
WASH
THEIR
FACES"—Ann Sheridan, R. Reagan.
COMING: "The Old Maid," "In Name Only," "Stanley and Livingstone," "Nurse Edith Cavell," "Real Glory," "Intermezzo," "When
Tomorrow Comes," "Daughters Courageous," "Prisoner Of Zenda," "The Wizard
Of Oz," "The Rains Came."

50c Size
IODENT

Tooth Paste
33c

Prince Albert

Tooth Paste
IK

Tax Paid

Wc Reserve the Right to Refuse to sell Dealers
Meet Your

1530 Main

Friends At

Street.

ECKERD'S

South

Delightfully

Carolina's

Aid Con-

Most Modern

ditioned

Drug Store

Creators of Reasonable Drug Prices

'
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Engineers Start Planning For Biennial Engineering-Architecture Day
t*

Organizations
To Handle All
Arrangements

Book-Leaves

Sculpture To Be
Shown At Exhibit

DEMOCRACY
TODAY AND
TOMORROW by Eduard Benes,
former president of Czechoslovakia,
1939; The Macmillan Co.;—College
Library.
Mr. Benes, the successor to the
Dr. Randolph E. Lee, head of the
well-known Masaryk of Czechoarchitecture department, announced
slovakia, has ever since the. Last
that from Oct. 23 through Nov. 2
World War, been a champion of a
there will be an exhibit of some
free and
democratic nation. Not
if the sculpture of Anne Hyatt
only in his native country has
Huntington. The statues will be
Benes fought for his ideals but in
displayed in the Architectural secinternational affairs his name is
tion of Riggs Hall, on the third
Charleston men have always had
almost authority.
floor.
We all remember how president
The collection to be shown here their "do" at Clemson.
A clipping from a 1907 Tiger, one
Benes over night became an exconsists of twenty-six bronze and
president and exile as the result of
two aluminum duplicates of some of edited by Professor Sam Rhodes,
the fateful Munich
Pact. Since
her most popular works. A few are: carried this account of a Charlesthat time Mr. Benes has been at
"Joan of Arc'' and "El Cid", and
the University of Chicago deliverothers such as "Lion and Lioness", ton banquet:
"The lads from the city-by-the"Wild Boar", "Study of Swan",
ing'a series of lectures on the hissea
held
a
very
successful
banquet
"Ostrich", "Pox and Geese". "Jersey
tory and future of democracy.
Bull", "Winter", "Cranes Rising", last Friday evening, with a few
In his book Dr. Benes tells of the
exceptions the entire Charleston
and "Fawn".
twists and turns and near calamAT
CONVENTION—Mrs.
Carrie
This exhibit, says Lee, will afford County Club "turned out" to enity of which democracy will face
R. Goodman, Clemson's posta great opportunity for all in and joy the special occasion.
but in his final chapter he predicts
master, is this week attending
"With smiling faces and their
around Clemson to see some of the
the eventual victory of democracy
the national postmasters' confinest works of this world-famous task before them, the boys set out
. Author Benes casts an analytivention in Washington. Popuwoman. Those people in neighbor- to goal with that determination
cal eye over European history and
lar Mrs. Goodman is taking
ing towns, such as Anderson, Seneca that knows no failure — ate to
explains the
rise of the popular
what associates call a "badly
and Easley, who are interested in their hearts content. (Oh! cruel
governments
and surveys those
needed, well deserved" vacaseeing this display are invited to hearts! would'st thou slay thine
governments progress toward fultion. -Since moving into the
take full advantage of the exhibit own stomach?)
filling the
demands of Europe s
ntew postoffice last summer,
at any time.
"After the enemy (Appetite) had
"fouth-estate"—labor and peasanMrs. Goodman has been "on
Mrs. Huntington is known in been routed, the president of. the
try. He goes on "to tell how the
the go" at all hours—and things
both America and abroad as being Charleston
County Club,
J. J.
First
World War
brought about
are
straight.
. one of the greatest of women sculp- Mikell, called on several of the
the conflict of today which is
tors. In America she was awarded men for short talks.
simply a conflict between rational
tlit Gold Medal of Honor by the
"In the distance
the
magic
evolution and non-rational force.
American Academy of Arts and strains of a bell awoke the servFascist and
•communistic set-ups
Letters in 1930, and is the only wo- ants om Comus to the fact that
are representative
of the latter.
man sculptor who has been elected they were a part of Clemson colThe battle is for the preservation
to membership in that organization. lege, and that Saturday morning
of personal liberty and freedom.
In France she was made a Chevalier followed Friday night."
■ 5
Whatever
the immediate outof' the Legion of Honor and later
come, Eduard Benes is profoundly
was elected an officer. Spain honconvinced that the struggle for the
ored her with the Grand Cross of
freed
om of human personality
Alfonzo XII and the City of Blois
Mrs. Carrie R. Goodman, Clem- cannot die.
gave her citizenship.
. . . J. E. S.
She is noted for her equestrian
son postmaster, is in Washington
Dr. Charles P. Hogarth, a Clemand animal statues. "Joan of Arc"
this week attending a convention
perhaps her best known. One now son alumnus and also an alumnus of the National Postmasters' assoBeginning this week there will
stands in New York City and an- of Yale University, was speaaker ciation.
be a short column devoted entireother in Blois, France.
The group meeting this week is ly to the various government pubat Clemson vespers recently.
Another famous equestrian statue
each week by
Dr. Hogarth worked with student the largest of its kind ever gather- lications received
is "El Cid", which may be seen
ed under one roof—4,000 postmas- the college library.
groups
in
New
Haven,
Conn.,
and
in New York, Spain, and Argentina.
ters.
Your library is a "full depositDuplicates of both of the above served for one or two years with
Vincent Burke, local postmaster, ory" which means that a copy of
Penn
State
College,
and
has
had
statues will be shown here along
written material
experience with student is host and chairman of the en- all government
with twenty-six other examples of wide
groups,
having been
to Europe tertainment committee for the will be sent and filed in the libher skill. Most of them show her
convention,
which,
with
the
exceprary. To
date there are 10,000
ability to preserve the' living sub- twice with groups visiting colleges tion of the Shrine convention sevbound copies and more than 600,stances of animals, wild arid do- and universities and student cen- eral years ago is the largest ever
000 unbound pamphlets.
mestic. It is this skill in portrayal ters as well as a number of indus- held here.
Every one of the various govDr.
of life that has earned for her the trial and. rural communities.
Th gathering is headed by George ernmental departments publishes
Hogarth was accompanied by a
title anamalier.
Purcell, national president of the works of
national interest. The
Mrs. Huntington and her hus- group of musicians from Lander association and
postmaster at War Department, the State Deband have a unique Outdoor Sculp- College.
Miss Lillian
Wentsch, a grad- Bloomington, Ind. One of the fea- part, Commerce, Interior, Census,
ture Museum at "Brookgreen Gartures of the convention is the asand many more all
dens", in lower South Carolina near uate of Yale and who has studied sembling of the group on the Agriculture,
Georgetown, which they have en- music in New York and Paris, and south lawn of the White House on publish booklets and other matedowed handsomely and given to now on the Lander faculty, was Wednesday, where they were greet- rial of import and interest each
the state to be free to the public. pianist for the group. Miss Mason ed by President Roosevtlt. Mrs. week.
Each week in the designated colThe, wild-life statues are said to of Westminster played several vio- Roosevelt will entertain the woumn you will find a list of a few
form a picturesque display against lin selections. Others in the group
men guests at a White House tea of the more interesting ones rethis setting of natural scenery.
were Miss Chipley and Miss Evans.
Otc. 12. Mr. Parley and the entire ceived.
staff of the postoffice department
Journal of Research. Bureau of
wil hold open house at the depart- Standards. Monthly.
ment for the convention guests
Contains the results of research
while they are here.
conducted by the Bureau of StandBusiness sessions are held at
ards, both theoretical and experithe Mayflower hotel. The program
mental. Indexed in Industrial Arts
of
entertainmnt
includes
sight"Where Quality Food Is Served"
Index. C13.22:vol.
seeing tours and free airplane rides
Bulletin of the Pan American
109 College Street
Greenvilte, S. C.
over the city in a fleet of the latest type mail planes which will be Union. Monthly.
Records progress in 21 American
stationed at the Washingon airrepublics and gives special articles
port during the convention.
Postmaster General Parley will on historical events and economic
deliver an address at the conven- conditions. It is profusely illustrattion banquet to be hid at the May- ed. Indexed in Readers' Guide. PA
OFFICE SUPPLIES
flower hotel Thursday night, Oct.
Offices At
12.
5 1.6: vol.
Monthly labor review.
ANDERSON
GREENVILLE
GREENWOOD
In which
may be found summaries of important current labor
legislation and short reviews of
labor conditions in the U. S. and
other countries.
Indexed in Readers' Guide and
Industrial Arts Iindex. L 2.6: vol.
Plans
for a busy year were
Department of State Bulletin.
sketched at the first two meetings Weekly.
of the Clemson Student Branch of
Contains the texts of press rethe American Society of Mechan- leases, information regarding treaical Engineers, on October 5 and ties, and other material on current
9.
developments in American foreign
The program for the year,
as relations and the work' of the Deoutlined at the October 5 meeting, partment State.
is a full one. It Is to include ex- S 1.3: vol.
tensive work on projects for Engineering-Architecture Day in the
Spring, and preparation of technical papers for presentation at
meetings, in the class room, and at
the student branch convention In
Birmingham, also in the fall. The
year should also see at least two
ON THE STAGE
inspection trips by the Society, to
nearby places of engineering inMONDAY NIGHT 10:45 • LATE SHOW ONLY
terest and significance, and
the
The University of South Carobringing of several "short" films on
lina brings to Clemson a group of
engineering topics to Clemson.
Twelve seniors and eleven jun- young men and young women for
iors were tapped by the Society af- the Sunday vesper services Octoter the meeting X>n the fifth, and
AND HIS FLORIDA CLUBMEN ORCHESTRA
University always
were formally welcomed to
the ber 15. The
Featuring
group at the October ninth initia- brings a good delegation to Clemtion meeting. The juniors named son and those who are privileged
Miss Frances Colwell
The 'A Capella Glee Club
to the organization this semester to hear them
will undoubtedly
The Miami Trio—Dixieland Band
were required to have a 5.0 grade
hear one of the best programs we
"Brummer Boy" Sam Latimer
point ratio, and are: J. I. Barron,
J. L. Beaudrot, R. B. Caughman, will have at Clemson this year.
—Rated As One Of The Top Bands In The Country—
On Sunday, October 29, a musiW. E. cline, A. E. Dellastatious, J.
C. Hartley, R. W. Kirkland, C. B. cal group from Limestone College,
Poole, W. L. Richbourg, J. S. Zeig- under the direction of Miss Kathler, and J. J. McLaughlin.
erine Pfohl, have been asked to
present
a musical program at
ANDERSON, S. C.
Elbert F. Corwin of Rensselaer Clemson.
On
November 5, a delegation
Polytechnic Institute has invented
a new device to aid airplane safety. from Erskine College will have
It determines the "up and down" charge of vespers. We hope that
winds high in the skies.
Dr. Grier , president of Erskine
College, can accompany this group
The Vocational Education sen- and speak for us.
iors are assisting in the reparation
On November 12, we hope to
of the exhibits for the
Pickens have a delegation from Winthrop
County Fair at Central.
College, B. Wade has announced.

By FRANK MttLS

Charleston Boys
Had A Real Feed
In 'Ole 1907

I*

Hogarth Speaks
At Vesper Meet

Mrs. Goodman
Is Attending
Post Meeting

Clemson Cadets
COME TO SAM'S LUNCH

H. B. HARPER & BROS.

You will need a Raincoat at the Fair.
Stop at Hoke's before you go and see
the ones I have in stock.

ASME Planning
Gets Underway

Hoke Sloan
"CLEMSON'S CLOTHIER"

IN PERSON

Vesper Teams
To Visit At
Clemson Again

DEAN HUDSON

STATE THEATRE

TIGER BROTHERHOOL INITIATES—"Cubs" being initiated into Tiger Brotherhood, local honor
leadership fraternity, are "going through the
works." The five prominent seniors accepted by the

Tiger Ball
Dates Are
Listed Here
Following names and dates were
listed on the Tiger Ball dance roster up until supper Wednesday:
Earl Mazo, Rita Vane, Charleston; Marion Lawton, Jinnie Pool,
Clemson; George McMillan, Margie
Gillespie, Knoxville, Tenn.; Harry
McKeown, Zelime
Harvey, Converse; Steve Moore, Doris McFadden, Winthrop; Manley
Wright,
Betty Reid, Atlanta; Barney Marshall, Teeney Webb, Kingston, N.
C; Vic Wray,
Kat McCollum,
Clemson; Frank Mills, Lucile Games, Agnes Scott; Lauren
Dreisbach, Jane Perry, Columbia; Ous
Commander, Martha Noman, Laurens; Boyce Burley, Peg Williams,
Clemson and Winthrop; Randolph
McLeod, Ann Murrah, Union; W.
P. Rumph, Neita Carter, G. W. C;
Henry Brady, Beverly Bates, Columbia; J. C. Williams, Lois Martin, Columbia; Bobby Hempstead,
Fran Hall, Winthrop; P. H. Nelson,
Margaret Rentz, Clemson; D. M.
Richardson, Mary Legrand, Greenwood; Simp Klugh, Natalie Trescott, Pendleton; R. C.
Forrester,
Buba Uates, Converse; E. C. Culten,
Irene Forrester, Converse; W. H.
Burgess, Dot Hagood, Converse; M.
S. Christnrus, Martha Self, Converse.
Porter Adams, Sara
Clarkson,
Columbia; G. E. Palmer,
Helen
Moody, Allendale;
R. A. Liner,
Elise Long, G. W. C; M. 6. Bell,
Anne Miller, G. W. C;
Jimmie
Barton, Harriet Gage, Winthrop;
Red Blair, Betty Henderson, Charlotte, Arthur Deloache,
Rebbecca
Westmoreland, Limestone;
E. F.
Wilson, Mildred Plate, Lander; L.
T. Jones, Polly McKinzie, Carolina;
W. H. Goggins, "Sasa" Goggans,
Newberry; E. L. Young, Jr., "Dinny", G. W. C; H. F. Miller, Sybil
Melton, Carolina; Bill Brady, Betty Wilson, Carolina; Hugh Carr,
Burnett Ussery, Columbia.
Stuart Land, Helen Miller, G.
W. C; H. B.
Wilson,
Martha
Rogerston, Erskine; H. S. Cotton,
Joyce Wright,
Carolina;
J. M.
Cloaninger, Lydia Tony, Columbia;
Mitch Simmons. Kat Howell, Converse; N. R. McElveen, Dot Jenkins,
Converse; Bill Rhyne, Marie Dimmete, W. C. U. N. C; Aubrey Vincent, Dlede Dyson, G. W. C; C.
H. Blair, Betty Patton, Brenau;
McDowell, Virginia Womack, Char-

fraternity are shown above with Brotherhood
President Crawford Lawton (left). They are:
Manly Stallworth, Fred Gray, Barney S. Marshall,
Bill Bouton, Victor Wray.

Blue Key Blotters *
Be'Distributed In
Barracks Next Week
President George McMillan
of Blue Key announced yesterday that desk blotter will be
distributed through barracks by
the honor fraternity by State
Fair.
The blotters, said to be ideal
for study portions of the room
tables, will contain the football and dance schedules, and
other important information.

YMCA Board And
Cabinet Holds
Supper Meeting

Large Apple Crop
Being Harvested
The Horticulture department is
this year harvesting the largest
crop of apples in the history of the
school, it was announced today
by Professor A. M. Musser,' head
of the Horticulture department.
The apples, which are of unusually high. quality, are being marketed in the roadside fruit stand.
Some are also being sold to produce trucks and to stores in nearby
towns.
The excessive spray poison which
was used to free the fruit of pests
is being removed with a hydrochloric acid bath. The bath removes all of the spray residues.
6

Plans for the bi-ennial Engineering-Architecture Day are al"
ready looming up in larger /pro*
portions in Riggs Hall than they
have attained before in the past
few years.
The different professional organizations are taking up the task Of
choosing, preparing, and selecting
exhibits or projects for the show,
and getting some representative to
look after their particular interests
in the festival.
The usual procedure, Dean S. B.
Earle revealed, is for an executive
committee to be selected by the
students, one from each professional or honor group, and a faculty
member to be selected to work with
the committee, for the planning
and organizing of the whole affair.
Always a major problem, the financing of the project shows promise of a possible partial solution,
as cadets anxiously await developments, and the green light signal
to go ahead and start work on the
individual jobs.
There is a sophomore fullback
at Clemson who close observers
say is the coming gridiron plunger of the South.
He is Charles
Timmons, 180 pounder,
who has
gained 143 yards on 25 trips with
the ball, and all
of it
straight
through the line.
Former President Herbert Hoover
is chairman of a special committee
to select a successor to Ray Lyman
Wilbur, retiring president of Stanford University.

See—
GEO. W. SHELOR
PACKARD DEALER
Anderson, S. C.
Before you buy a

Michigan State College students
New or Used Car
pay but 12 per cent of the cost of
The Y. M. C. A. Advisory Board their tuition.
and the Y Cabinet held a
joint
supper meeting in the Y Tea Room
Monday night. Guests for the occasion
were
Manly Stallworth,
CRYSTALS FITTED
president of the Senior Class and
Used Watches For Sales
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Alex Graham, Brigade Commander.
After supper P. B. Holtzendorff
Across from L. C. Martin Drug Store
began a series of discussions
by
telling something
of the Y program in the past years and plans
for the coming year. His talk was
Cadets you are welcome at our store. Get your tires, batteries,
followed
by short
replies from
radios, and auto accessories at money saving prices.
Stallworth, Graham, and by George
McMillan; president of Blue
Key.
Crawford Lawton, president of the
312 S. Main St. "Everything For The Automobile"
Anderson
Tiger Brotherhood, and Bill Wade.
F. A. Glenn, Owner
W. L. Halfacie, Mgr.
president of the Y. M. C. A.
Others present
for the
joint
conference were: Major S. M. Martin,
Chairman of the
Advisory
Board, Dr. G. H.
Aull,
S. W.
Evans, J. C. Littlejohn, J. E. HunJ. WILBUR LITTLE
ter, and B. B. Burley, all members
Established 1920
West Benson St.
of the Clemson Y. M. C. A. AdviAntterson, S. C.
sory Board.
Cabinet members • on hand for
the supper meeting
were: Fred
Gray. Bill McGinty, Don
Wenzel.
Jack Lytton, A. L. Brooks, Howard
Driver, Ed Young, Pinkey Eve, and,
M ;; o hrdlu cmfwy

WATCH REPAIRS

FEINSTEIN WATCH SHOP

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE

ELECTRIC CITY PRINTING COMPANY

lotte; Nick De Mai, Amanda Newman, Charlotte; W. E. Bates, Jr.,
Dot Bates, Hendersonville; R. E.
Briscoe, Edith
Haselton, Moncks
Corner; McNair, Lois Smith, Charlotte; Northrup, Myrtle Johnson,
Springfield; B. L. Yeargin, Margaret Witt, Ware Shoals;
Neil
Elplick, Mary Julia Wier, G. W. C;
Herbert McCoy, Ellen Carpenter,
Clemson; Stan Williamson, Helen
Burch, Carolina.

WHEN YOU ARE IN ANDERSON AND
WANT A SNACK OR A COMPLETE'
MEAL ... STOP AT

THE DIXIE MOTOR INN
ANDERSON, S. C.

WE HAVE

RADIOS
At Very Reasonable Prices
Also, Shaeffer and Parker Pens. Your Name
In Gold At No ExtraCost For All Pens Over
$1.50.

MARTIN ROBERTS LUNCH
Toasted Sandwiches of All Kinds
—and—
Short Orders

1317 Sumter Street

Columbia, S. C.

STERLING SILVER

SYLVAN BROS.
Genuine Merchandise Only, No Plate, No Imitation.
Also Berff Jones Class Rings.
1500 Main St. Corner Main and Hampton Sts.
COLUMBIA, S. C.

L* C* Martin
Drug Company, Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store

?
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illy Sally
Tells Of The
Tulane Trip

FALL COLLEGE STYLES
BY RICHARDSON

By SALLY SOTTILLE

FROM HEAD TO FEET—WE FIT
HATS BY DOBBS AND
BERG
All Colors and Sizes.
SHIRTS
MANHATTAN AND
RITZ.
SWEATERS BY
BRADLEY

NECKTIES—
N0R-E5ST, BOTANY,
BEAU-BRUMMEL
SILKS and WOOLS
WRINKLE PROOF
SHOES
NUN-BUSH AND
EDGERTON
INTERWOVEN
SOCKS

CREWS

STROUD

THE OPPOSING SIX—These six men will be
features of the Carolina outfit in the State Fair
game. Coach Rex Enright, Carolina mentor has
had tough luck this fall with lack of durable
material. But he's one of the south's finest
coaches, and any team he tutors is liable to go
places any time. He's ably assisted by Catfish
Smith, former Georgia star, and a man who is
wise in the ways of the gam*:. End John Crews
should be a stellar performer against Clemson.

He has been in every game thus far. He's rangy
and an excellent pass receiver. Co-Captain Rock
Stroud is a stand-out star for Carolina. He's a
powerful, fast and smart player, one of the
state's best. Co-Captain Pihhead Henson has been
playing first rate ball, too.
This Carolinian
along with Stroud, should rurnish the big punch
against the Tigers. Ebwitt Arrowsmith is the
third big Gamecock star. An experienced roamer
of the gridiron, he'll be a man to watch.

Sextet Has All Kinds Of Luck
In Trip To New Orleans Game

Hart, Schaffner & Marx, Fashion Park
and Michel Stern Suits in Tweed Stripes
or Plain—Any Style You Want.
Overcoats by Hart, Schaffner & Marx
and Knit-Tex
To Open The Gate To Greener
Pastures for Clemson Students
(Your Uniform Will Be Your Pass)

We Offer A 10% Discount On All
Purchases Until November 1, 1939.
CLAUDE GREENE
An Old Clemson Man Will Wait On You.

RICHARDSON CLOTHING CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

By FRANK MILLS
WHOOPEE. Five o'clock at last,
and we're under way by six. At
last we're off to New Orleans to
see the Tiger claw through the
Green Wave. Dreams do come true,
after all.
And at nine-thirty, we're in Atlanta,—make it eight-thirty, for we
gain and hour, and it's only ninethirty again by the time supper at
the Varsity is over, we fuss and bet
about the game with all Georgia
Tech, and we make several calls
to Agnes Scott. Plan to hit town
about 9:30 in the morning, so we've
12 hours and 550 miles to go, change
drivers and shoot.
LaGrange, all's well. Auburn, still
O. K. But Auburn to Montgomery,
some real trouble, a funeral procession sixty miles long and going
fifty miles per hour, as we meet
the Auburn fans in a steady stream
returning from Montgomery and a
6-0 bare victory over BirminghamSouthern.
Montgomery, snatch a bit to eat,
hit Highway 31, change drivers, off
again for New Orleans.
Passed
Maxwell field, largest army airport.
Crossed river. Went under cloud,
that shut out beautiful moon,
thought might be storm. Stopped
at wreck, picked up hub cap souvenir, cop didn't know how far to
Louisiana line. Hit awful dirt road,
thankful passed it, wet and rain.
Gas running low, stop for refill, attendants don't know how far to
Mobile, nor how far to Montgomery, but just 21 miles from Birmingham. Cussed so hard swallowed
chewing gum. Went north in stead
of south on Highway 31, will have
to retrace, in rain, 87 precious miles,
four hours lost.
Back to Montgomery at sixty.
Nearly in town meet state cops,
who chase, threaten jail, turn nice
and guide around town to Mobile
highway. Fine and dandy. Now
about four-thirty, and dawn. Lu Lu,
regarding map,, says Georgiana
looks like good town, get breakfast
and more gas there. Still rain. Slow
driving, with four hours already
lost.
Coming into Georgiana for breakfast now, round curve, slowing
down, huge truck coming other
way, on wrong side of road, concrete pillars and cables block escape on right. Truck gigantic, maybe can dodge it, get off road—off
road, truck still way over, truck
trailer skidding round, can't miss—
hit, knocked over against telephone
pole, come to stop with switch off,

To the State Fair and from State Fair—
RIDE WITH US . . . OUR RATES ARE
REASONABLE
Clemson to Columbia
(One Way)
Clemson to Columbia
(Round Trip)

brakes on, two boys on floor, one
boy's pants gone, all jarred more
than slightly, but still whole.
Doors won't open, exit thru window, telephone calls, more police,
wrecker, boy says game has been
put off to eight o'clock account
rain, let bus go by without even
trying to catch, still plenty of time.
That's what we think.
Split in pairs to bum to New
Orleans. Can't miss this game. Catch
ride with old grad. Phone girl from
Mobile to remark one hour late for
game, meet in hotel. Hit New Orleans two hours late, hearing most
of game on radio. Pick up girl in
taxi after grads get lost in mire
of one-way streets. Find out tickets reserved are gone. Get to game,
getting in free, in time for 75 seconds of final quarter, during all of
which Tulane had the ball.
But after the game,—dates, the
very super best, and
the Hotel
Roosevelt Blue Room to spend our
bus-fare home, and oh, what a
wonderful, gorgeous time. Plumb
sublime.
Nearly lost eighty-four
dollars worth of Clemson '40 rings.
Narrow escape. And had to leave
at 11:30, knowing those heavenly
creations had late dates, yes late
dates, with Tulane grads. Had to
leave heaven on a cold old bus,
and ride twenty-four hours to get
back on time. Would so dearly love
to stay at least 'til day-break. But
must bid those' tearful adieus and
and get out of town with only seven hours in it to our credit.
And nearly back to school, had to
stop and get out of bus to pull dead
cow and calf out of road, where
motorist had just hit them and
overturned his car.
What a helluva trip. Back in at
three a, m. or about, on Monday
morning.
Wish could get a ride back down
right now—.

$1.95
$3.55

"It Makes The Teeth
Whiter"

Player Praises
Football Line
.
By S. K. YARID
The backbone of our team is .the
line. The ends, tackles, and guards
have tremendous responsibilities in
both offensive and defensive play.
It is impossible to have or be a
perfect guard, but some examples
of good guards are shown in Walter Cox, Tom Moorer, Frank Dietz,
Charles Tisdale and Wade Padgett. All of these boys have excellent builds for the position. When
power and speed are needed, these
players have what it takes.
To be a good guard one must be
fast, powerful, alert, and be fairly
intelligent. There is a possibility
of any one of five men blocking him.
A great ' many plays
are designed to trap him, and he
must be able to diagnose any of
them quickly or It will be too late.
Nevertheless, he will be trapped
at times no matter how well he
plays. Our guards, mentioned above,
have the power of spotting such
plays. Under the watchful eyes of
Coach Neely and Coach Howard
they have succeeded in stopping
most of the plays this season and
will continue to do so against
Carolina at the State Fair game.
Their close appreciation in cracking through the line and bringing down the interference as well
as the ball carrier will upset any

The Next Time That You
Stop At The

CANTEEN
TRY

GREEN SPOT
An Orange Drink That
Doesn't Have Any Carbonated Water.

NICK'S HAT CLEANING
& BLOCKING
Shoe Shine Parlor
121 North Main St.
Anderson, S. C.

DOUBLE
COLA
Also

Try
DENTYNE

ARROWSMITH

Double Orange
Brandy-wine
Double Grape
Ginger Ale

Alter the Freshman Game
in Columbia Wednesday
Night go to the

LATE
SHOW
AT THE

PALMETTO
11 O'CLOCK
—AND SEE-

METROPOLITAN
CAFE
"The Old Reliable"

MICKEY
ROONEY
JUDY
GARLAND
—IN—

SERVING THE PUBLIC FOR HALF A CENTURY

CAROLINA MOTOR BUS LINES
General Office

Anderson, S. C.

"AIR CONDITIONED"
1520 Main Street

Columbia, S. C.

OPEN ALL NIGHT

"BABES IN
ARMS"

Every Clemson fan down in New
Orleans is proud of the football
team that made such a fine showing against Tulane. The team has
no alibi for losing. Tulane had
too many good teams.
On the train going down, some of
the boys conspired to play a joke
on Carroll Hambright. They told
him that the conductor said that
there was a long distance phone call
for Mr. Hambright. So Carroll went
everywhere from the smoker to the
baggage car. a distance of about
DAVIS
NEELY
15. cars, looking for a phone to
take his call on. Then he was informed there was no phone on the
train, he wanted to know what
kind of train he was on—no telephone !
Carl Black has at least one fan.
When we were getting off the train
at New Orleans, a pretty girl with
auburn hair came up and asked for
Mr. Black. She was from Miami
and came all the way to New Orleans by plane just to see our stump
Play.
Banks McFadden didn't do so
badly either.' He and a blonde at
Auburn had their meeting pre-arranged. She got on the train at
Auburn and rode to Montgomery.
On the way back she boarded the
train at Montgomery and rode to
Auburn.
George Fritts met a buyer of a
large, well-known packing house,
and tried to sell him "Porky" Hamer. The buyer said he looked better
fed than most of the pigs he
JONES
HOWARD
bought. Must be due to all that
COACHES ALL—Jess Neely, the man who has made Clemson footgood Clemson food.
ball history, heads one of the South's most efficiept coaching staffs.
On the way back, Joe Sherman
Bob Jones is the greatest end ever roduced at Clemson according to
obliged with some card tricks. Evmany authorities. F»i trains the freshman in varsity football work,.,
erybody was amazed.
and lays the groundwork for the other coaches to build on. Frank
Sportswriter O'Keefe, of the
Howard starred in Alabama's line in the Rose Bowl. Now he Trains
News-Picayune, New Orleans, praisClemson linemen and, being one of the country's top men a few
ed Joe Blalock highly. He said that
years ago, he really knows how a well-bred lineman should behave.
Joe was one of the finest ends
To him goes credit for The Tiger's powerful forward wall. Joe
that had ever played in the Sugar
Bowl.
Davis trains ends, and the proof of the coach he is, is the men he's
Tom Moorer has been the object
developed. He and coach McMillan round out Clemson's well balof much razzing from his teamanced staff of experts. They all know the ways of football. If you
mates concerning his going with
don't believe it, watch the Clemson team.
fifteen year old girls. After the
game a beautiful brunette, who was
In three games
to date with 935 yards. Halfback Banks
Mcevery bit of twelve, came to the
Fadden has been
responsible for
bus and asked for Mr. Moorer. She Presbyterian College, Tulane Uni486 of these yards. He has gained
wanted his autograph.
8 versity, ' and North Carolina State
216 yards from scrimmage and 210
the Clemson Tigers have gained on passes.
system of plays. They have made
passers and kickers miserable all
season by constant rushing.
Walter Cox and Tom Moorer are
seniors and playing their last season of football; they are trying
hard to make it a mighty big one.
Charles Tisdale. and Frank Deitz
are juniors who are ready, willing,
and able to fill in first string positions. Last, but by no means least,
is Wade
Padgett, a
sophomore.
Wade played his first game against
N. C. State last Saturday and has
shown that he has the ability to
become a great guard.

For$25:
ALFRED T. SMITH Says
Rough Tweeds
Cheviots
3-Button Drapes
GREENVILLE

"You'll find wealth of
style and snap in our
collection of suits for fall
—Drop in and look them
over."

ALFRED T. SMITH
-In the Busy
I 200 Block
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ED MAXESS

AUBREY RIOX

DEPENDABLE MEN. THESE, AND WORSE THAN CHICKEN
CHOLIC FOR CAROLINA'S ONCOMING GAMECOCKS—The eight
Bengal footballers will have a* lot to do with Clemson's fate on the
gridiron Thursday. Charles Timmons, pon<:rful line plunger, has been
outstanding in his first year of varsity football. Boasting tremendous power and a quick start, Timmons is a man who gains ground
the hard way when a few yards are needed for a first down. Bra

JOE PAYNE

NORWOOD McELYEEX

BRU TREXLER

CHARLES TIMMONS

tre blocking, play after play. Aubrey (Bot Fly) Rion was on the
Aubrey is a brilliant scholar and a smart quarterback. Chippie
Maness has more power rolled up into his little frarre than any
man who's ever played for the Tiger team. Maness is smart and
fast. He's starred in all three games so far this season. Norwood
McElveen blocked a punt that rolled over for a touchdown against
N. C. State. That's typical of the heads-up football 1 •? plays. This

Trexler is another first class line plunger. He, too, is a powerful
ground gainer and can, besides, get off consistently ' long quick
kicks. Charles Tisdale has been doing fine at guard, and the team
will need him with Tom Moorer and guard Dietz, out with injuries.
Captain Joe Payne is quiet, consistent and erricient. The average fan
hardly realizes he's in the backfield at all. He's the most underpublicized man on the team and does the dirty work of the backfield,

RAY HAMER

CHARLES TISDALE

175 pounder is a credit to his team, and a fine player on offense
and defense. Ray (Porky) Hamer, as wide as he is high, is a superfine tackle. He's strong, nervy and fast. What more can you ask oi
any man on the field? Porky, by the way, made the scoie on the
punt McElveen blocked and blocked one of his own on the play
previous.
Bench all of last season with a game leg. A triple threat man.

Press Box Inhabitants Sing Loud Praise Of Tigers
By ARTHUR WILLIAMS
The outstanding thing about the N. C. State game was
that there was no really outstanding star. Two well-balanced teams did honors for the school. McFadden, Bryant,
Trexler and Timmons were back of the so-called first string
line. Trexler, Rion, Timmons and McElveen looked as good
as the first string when they went on the field as substitutes.
The two teams, line and backfield, were apparently
equally strong. When McFadden left the game, Trexler
quick-kicked 70 yards. When Bryant went out, Rion and
Maness did the running just about as capably.
Both teams showed considerable improvement in running, tackling and blocking. The first string, still a bit awkward handling the ball, fumbled more than the second.
-Hefty Pork Hamer (the N. C. State band played "Roll Out
The Barrell" when Ray left the field) and Norwood McElveen pulled a one-two blocking act that netted the Tigers
a touchdown. Hamer blocked the first, but State recovered.
McElveen blocked the second. Hamer recovered and ran for
the score.
CHARLIE TIMMONS said that the best part of the
whole Charlotte was the ride to and from the stadium in a
double decker bus with a police escort, sirens and all.
" JOE BLALOCK ran 60 yards to cross the N. S. State
goal Saturday, The referee called the play back saying that
Joe ran out of bounds near the State 30. He even marked
a place on the line with his foot as the exact spot that Joe
crossed. The team flocked around the officials complaining
Then Banks McFadden walked grinning toward the official,
ran his hands through the offender's hair and said, "All right
iellows, let's go." The boys went. And that's another reason why Banks is the grand, colorful athlete that he is.
He's sportsman clean through.
CAROLINA is next up. In spite of the fact that the
Gamecocks have been considerably mauled by their opponents thus far this season, the contest should be another
one of those hard- fought traditional State Fair classics.
FAVORITES AGAIN
For the second time this year, the Bengals will go
on the field top-heavy favorites to win. But the classic is
as unpredictable as is the Furman game, and win, lose or
draw, Clemson and Carolina always manage to stage a hardfought, spectacular battle at South Carolina's outstanding
athletic event of the year.
The fair game is still an important event in this state.
But we all remember when it was the one and only really
first-class football game that two South Carolina teams engaged in that the whole state was interested in. The crowds
that attend the game are growing year by year, but the
event has lost its position as the only important state game.
South Carolina teams are stepping out. They're no longer striving for state, but for sectional honors. Perhaps it
won't be very long before national awards will be coming our way.
As Mr. Hitt says, Clemson is leading the way out of
the South Carolina football wilderness. Furman is close on
our heels. So is Carolina in spite of an off year.
Nationally known outfits no longer use our elevens for
opening games and a Saturday rest. Nowadays, the fellow
who uses us as a stepping stone to a perfect record is
mighty liable to end up on the wrong side of the column.
Nowadays, the Clemson-Furman and the Clemson-Carolina
games are being watched by fans outside South Carolina.
If the improvement continues, it won't be long before
the teams start bowling.
FURMAN, THE RASCALS
Furman proved conclusively last Friday night that they
have a first-class A-l football team. Georgia is a team not
to be sneezed at. Not as strong as N. C. State, of course, but
still a strong team. So, looking forward a bit, the Thanksgiving day affair won't be a David-Goliathy kind of thing
with everybody and their brother raising cain with everyone from Jess Neely to the Freshman manager about our
team not looking just up to par. No jinx will rear it's ugly
head this go-round. The Bengals can tear into the Hurricane
knowing that they're fighting their equals. And the Furmanites won't be able to work themselves into a picturesque do or die lather before the game with the great, big
Clemson eleven. We're really looking forward to that game.
It'll be awfully nice to smash the purple windbag and not
have the crowd say, ''You big bully, you should have made
four more touchdowns."
But before that we'll meet Carolina, Navy, Southwestern
and George Washington, and they're all big events in themselves.
JESS NEELY formerly coached at Southwestern by the
way, and Joe Davis is an alumnus.
We're all set now for that Carolina war next week.
We'll see you in Columbia.

Writers, Editors Tigers Down
Tell Reporter
N. C. Staters
What They Think In Thriller
By MITCHELL SIMMONS
If the opinion of the sports writers from the entire South who
covered the Clemson game with
North Carolina State last week is a
true criterion of the strength of the
1939 edition of Jess Neely's Tigers.
After the smoke clears from the
Southern football wars this fall the
Clemson team, despite a loss to
Tulane, might well be in order for
a bid to a New Year's bowl game.
For In answer to the question,
"What do you think of the 1939
Clemson football team?", every man
who was asked to give his opinion
rated the team as either great,
smooth.
well-balanced,
spirited,
powerful, or the best.
Said Bernar Lowrence, sports
commentator for WSOC, "The best
Tiger eleven ever seen in action."
Mr. Lowrence has covered several
Clemson teams and announced a
great deal of the game Saturday.
Jake Wade, sports editor of the
Charlotte Observer, and one of the
best known sports writers in the
South said, "Clemson unquestionably has one of the finest football
teams developed in this section and
Banks McFadden, the Tigers' great
triple-threat back is about all to
be desired in a football player."
"Smooth precision in passing with
McFadden a great back," is the
opinion of A. B. Fennell, sports
editor of the State, of Columbia.
Frank P. Sabol and Clyde Wallace
Kirkland, statistics men for North
Carolina State, wanted to know if
every man in South Carolina was
six feet tall. Said Kirkland and
Sabol about the team, "They are
the longest lankiest, and most
spirited bunch of boys we have ever
seen in action against State. This
boy McFadden is so tall that our
men can't reach high enough to
even interfer with his passes, and
what is more when he tosses one
it is always headed for the receiver."
Mr. Sabol and Mr. Kirkland kept
the statistics on the game for the
pressmen.
Scoop Latimer, sports editor of
the Greenville News, and a usually
conservative writer, said, "A well
balanced and well-organized team,
with definite threats."
DuPont Smith, well known sports
writer for the Winston-Salem Journal, nominated Clemson's rugged
end, Joe Blalock as one of the
outstanding men in the conference.
Said Mr. Smith, "A fast-breaking
outfit with plenty of power, and an
end. Blalock, who should easily take
"all'' conference honors"
1

Team Has Full
Practice Week
The Clemson Tigers have settled
down this week to a full week of
practice that doesn't have a game
tagged on the end of it. Victorious
over Presbyterian college (18 to 0i
and North Carolina State (25 to 6)
and defeated by Tulane (7 to 6),
the Bengal Bombers have an off
Saturday this week-end before going into the South Carolina State
fair classic against the University
of South
Carolina on Thursday,
October 19th.
Next week the Tigers enter the
home stretch that takes • them
against South
Carolina,
Navy,
George Washington, Wake Forest,
Southwestern and Furman university. The Clemson-Furman game,
originally scheduled for Thursday,
November 30th, will be played on
Saturday. November 25th.
There appears to be a strong possibility
that Clemson's
starting
lineup for the remainder of the
games will undergo several major
changes. The Tiger "second" stringers came into their own against N.
C. State last Saturday to push over
two third period touchdowns after
the "regulars" had left the field at
the half with a 6 to 0 advantage.
The starters came back-for another
score in the fourth quarter before
the Wolfpack pushed over its marker to end the scoring at 25 to 6.

Neely Off To See
Midshipmen Play
Clemson Coach Jess Neely is
planning to have first hand information on the Navy team
before he starts preparations
for the Tigers' game with the
Midshipmen on October 28th....
Clemson has an open date Saturday and the Bengal skipper
is planning to attend the NavyDartmouth game at Hanover,
N. H.
5

Sophomore Stars
Shine, Battle
Like Veterans
The Clemson football team showed marked improvement Saturday
in defeating N. C. State 25 to 6.
The score was 6-0 in favor of Clemson at the half. The second string
put over the other 19 points during
the second half.
Timmons, Rion, McFadden and
Bryant were outstanding in Clemson's backfield.
Blalock, Hamer,
Sharpe and Fritts starred in line
work. The Tigers presented two
well-balanced, alert teams in downing the Wolfpack decisively. Neither team was in danger except in
the last minute of play when little
Art Rooney, 190 pound N. C. State
back, heaved a pass good for 47
yards.
Ray Hamer reached lineman's
heaven when he picked up a punt
blocked by McElveen and scurried
over the goal for a score. Hamer
had blocked a punt on the play
previous, but the Wolfpack recovered.
Two first-class teams played for
the Tigers, the so-called "second
string" looking as polished and
powerful as did the starting lineup. B. D. Trexler ran and kicked
well.
The Bengals will enjoy 10 days
without a game as they prepare
to meet Carolina at the State Fair
classic on the 19th.
The team came through the game
uninjured.
1
damson State
First downs, Ecrim
10
7
First downs, pass
o
3
First downs, penalty
0
1
Total first downs
15
11
Rons from Scrim
f7
47
Gain from Scrim
217
134
Lost from Scrim
5
31
Xet Gain, Scrim
242
1U3
Pass attempted
13
10
Pass complete
6
3
Pass intercep. by
1
0
Gain passing
156
73
Lost passing2
0
Net Gain, passing
154
73
Total net rain
39B
176
McFadden ran 5 times: gained 19 yards.
Bryant ran 9 times: gained 57 yards.
Timmons ran 15 times; gained 86 yards.
Trexler ran 11 times: gained 54 yards.
Rion ran 3 times: gained 22 yards.
. Maness ran 3 times; gained 5 yards.
Cogswell ran 1 time: gained 4 yards.
Friits, Hamer and McElveen blocked
punts.
Trexler scored two touchdowns, Timmons and Hamer one each.
Scoring by quarters:
CI.EMSOX
6 0 13 6—25

o

STATE

o

o

Timmons Was The
Key Man Against
N. C. State, Says
By GUS WHAM
Ask anyone who went to the
"Queen City" last Saturday and
they'll tell you with no exceptions
that Charlie Timmons did his share
in the Bengals 25 to 6 slaughter of
the State Wolfpack.
It was Charlie who alternated
with Bru Trexler in carrying the
oval for the Tigers when through
the line was the only way out. It
was he also w-ho made many of
those jarring bone-crushing tackles
when a State back slipped through
cur forward wall.
Charley is one of the hardest
running backs on the Tiger squad
and w^hen he swings his 185 pounds
of man pow:er into action it spells
T. N. T. for any opoosing line. By
his excellent showing in last week's
game, his position as a first stringer
on this year's eleven is definitely
assured.
Charley has two more years of
"leather toting" before him and
you can safely bet that if he continues to improve in the next two
years as much as he has in the last
one that he can take top honors
on anyone's mythical all-eleven.
Next Thursday at State Fair
watch Charlie Timmons and you'll
readily agree that we have in the
making one of the best fullbacks
that has ever donned the purple,
and orange uniform.
5

To June
Moore,
outstanding
Presbyterian College back, goes the
honor of being the only man 'to intercept one of Banks
McFadden's
Clemson passes in two years.
McFadden has tossed the pigskin 46
times in varsity games, completed 25 of them, and had one intercepted and has gained 439 yards on
the heaves. (These figures are for
l
6— 6 1938 and 1939 seasons.)

Thumb Brings
Great "Find"
To S. C. Hills
What looks like one of the best
football discoveries of the year
came floating in, "by air", from far
away Utah, last week.
Eleven days it took Manuel Pacheco, fast but husky Spaniard from
Utah, to "bum" across the country
to his adopted Clemson. Eleven
days, with food only occasionally,
with sleep an unknown luxury,
and then one long Thursday night
of studying signals, his first night
in Clemson. That was the long
hard road of preparation.
But it didn't take Pacheco long
in the freshman game against Presbyterian to demonstrate his wares.
In that short game he filled three
backfield positions, and contributed
a 22-yard run toward his team's
victory.
In that short time he set the
w7hole corps and half the alumni
buzzing with, the good news of a
surprise package of dynamite that
brought promise for the football
teams of 1940, '41 '42.
But the hitch-hiker's thumb
brought more than a football player
to Clemson. Pacheco plays basketball, has quite a reputation in
baseball, and his record shows a
consistent 9.9 for the 100-yard dash.

They Surely Miss
Red Pearson Here
The Clemson Tigers never score a
touchdown these days without
thinking of a wiry little 168 pounder
who fired those extra points through
the uprights for them during the
1938 season. Ben "Red" Pearson, a
graduate of Clemson's once defeated 1938 team, booted 15 of 19 attempted
extra points last
year.
Through three games of the 1939
season the Tigers have scored eight
touchdowns and kicked but one extra point. Clemson lost to Tulane
by that one point margin, 6 to 7.

Clemson 14 Games Local Cubs Down
Up On Carolina P. C. Anklets In
Night Thriller
Clemson

The University of Maine has a
new wind tunnel that develops a
j
110-mile an hour gale.
!
j
ford downed the Tigers 14 to 13 in
■Since Jess Neely became head coach 1933; Clemson nosed out Georgia
| at Clemson in 1931, six games in!Tech 14 to 13 in 1936 and the same
which the Tigers were involved year Kentuck edged past Clemhave been decided by one point.'son, 7 to 6; in 1937 the Tigers de', Clemson won two of these games; feated Florida 10 to 9; and two
; and lost four. In 1931 V. M. I. de-; weeks ago" Tulane managed a 7
feated the Bengals 7 to 6; Wof- to 6 victory,

Some Interesting
Statistics Shown

G'£ Campus /Vews
f

C. P. MEANS THE PERFECT GAS
RANGE
For The Perfect Fuel Gas
MAKE YOUR KITCHEN A DREAM KITCHEN

-VISIT-

THE Y. M. C. A. TEA ROOM
Well prepared meals at reasonable
prices.
MRS. HARLEM WEST

Meet Your Friends and Colleagues at
BIHARI'S RESTAURANT
Air Conditioned
Seafoods

Banquets

Steaks and Chops

Moderate in Price
Main at McBee Sts.
Greenville

129 Hampton St.
Columbia

Carolina

1896
12
6
1897
fi Cubs upheld the Clemson winning
20
1898
0 tradition Friday night by trouncing
. .. .24
1899 .. .
34
0 the P. C. Blue Anklets 32 to 0 under
1900
0 the flood lights of Johnson field
51
1901
22
10 in Clinton.
1902
12
It was Booty Payne who started
1909 .. ..
6
0 the scoring parade that netted the
1910
0 baby Bengals five touchdowns.
1911
0 Taking the pigskin on his own
27
1912
22 forty-five he squirmed and snake
7
32
1913
0 hipped through a herd of P. C.
1914
6 tacklers "for sixty-five yards and
29 •
1915
0 a touchdown.
0
1916
0
The Anklets failed to penetrate
1917
21
13 the little Tigers 185 pound line
1918
39
0 and resorted to the air lanes which
1919
6fa consequently paved the way for
19
1920
0
"3 j their lone tally. Outstanding in the
21
1921
21 \ rats backfield were Swear, Payne,
0 ,
1922
0 King, "Chico", Latimer and Tinsley
1923
7
6 while Bugerman, Shirley, Reynolds
1924
3 and Craig played a jam-up game
1925
33 in the forward wall.
0
1926
0
24
It remained for "Chico" Clemson's
1927 .. ..
20
0 185 nine ana nine-tenth second
1928 _ .. ..
32
0 sprint man, to provide the thrill
1929 .
14 for the crowd. Taking the ball on
21
1930
">0
7 the Cubs seven yard line he got
1931
0
21 away for twenty yards, literally
1932 .. ..«.
0
14 knocking out one P. C. tackier and
1933
0
7 leaving in his wake several more
1934 .:
0 who attempted to stop him.
1935
When the final whistle blew it
44
0
1936
0 was a happy bunch of freshmen
19
1937
34
6 who filed into the dressing room
1938
34
12 for they had not only "Came, Saw,
Team totals . . . 37 games plaved: and Conquered" but had done so in
5
Clemson won 25, Carolina won 11, a big way.
one tie.

ENTERTAINING ROYALTY
WHEN Great Britain's King and Queen
visited the New York World's Fair
on their international social call, ao farmers
were able to watch the royal pair as closely
as if they were entertaining Their Majesties
out on the farm. And the rural folk were 130
miles away trom the Fair grounds.
This long-distance watching was made possible by G-E television engineers. Directed
by C. A. Priest, Maine '25 and ex-Test man,
radio engineer for General Electric, they
were simply proving that television programs
could sometimes be received at a far greater
distance than the previously supposed limit
of 40 to 50 miles.
For, instantly and clearly, while the King
and Queen inspected the Fair, television
reproduced complete details of their visit
to the group—130 miles away, atop the
Helderberg Hills near Schenectady. Not
far from the scene of this experiment is
General Electric's powerful new television
station, V\ 2XB, soon to go on the air.

TRAVELING HOTEL
NEXT Spring, when a hotel-on-wheels
rolls into Bombay, India, some of
the citizenry may have grave doubts about
their sanity. Or they may blame the blazing
tropical sun. In either case, they'll be wrong.
Lawrence Thaw's trans-Asiatic motorcade
will be merely completing a T4,ooo-mile
safari from Paris.
Quite obviously, such things as i4,coo-mile
trips require quite a bit more than savoirfaire and an adventuresome spirit. Preparation, and plenty of it, was required by
Mr. Thaw-. This brought into the picture—
both directly and indirectly—a number of
G-E engineers.

The four mobile units of the motorcade
boast of the latest G-E two-way radio, for
maintaining contact between the various
vehicles throughout the journey. During
tests two of the units maintained contact
when as far as 200 miles apart. Air conditioned throughout, the de luxe trailer contains all the appliances and equipment
normally found in a modern home—from
tiled bath and indirect lighting to an array
of electric appliances.

GENERAL f| ELECTRIC
w-in*
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Writers Fraternity Offers Money Award To Talented Freshmen
Point: Encourage Miss McGillicuddy
Local Writers
Goes To Europe
While Still Young And Sees Sights
Gamma Alpha Mu, Clemson's
honor fraternity for writers, will
award each freshman making the
fraternity this year a prize of
$10.00 cash, it was announced this
week by Professor John Lane, fraternity adviser, and President Earl
Mazo.
Membership in the fraternity,
which is sponsored by Octavus Roy
Cohen, noted author, is open to all
Clemson men, and based entirely
on writing ability, President Mazo
pointed out.
The award for freshmen is given
this year, Professor Lane said, to
encourage Clemson's writers while
they are still "young". He said that
even though very few freshmen
have ever submitted articles in the
competition, two made the fraternity—Ben Jordan and Earl Mazo.
"Each applicant for membership
shall submit two pieces of writing
of the same form—journalism, fiction, poetry, belle letters, etc. The
submissions are judged solely by Dr.
Cohen," Professor Lane said.
Although no definite deadline
date for submitting articles has
been set, interested students have
been urged to begin work immediately.
HONORARY MEMBERS
Honorary members of the fraternity include: Wright Bryan, city
editor of the Atlanta Journal; Gene
Plowden, United Press bureau manager for Alabama; Ben Robertson,
prominent author and journalist;
F. H. Jeter, North Carolina agricultural editor; A. B. Bryan, South
Carolina ag editor; T. P. Acker,
city editor, the Anderson Independent; Bill Ashmore, Southern
editor for the Textile World; Harper Gault, news editor, the Rock
Hill Herald; J. B. Hall, editor, the
Anderson Daily Mail.
Active members include:
George Chaplin, city editor the
Greenville Piedmont; Harry Ashmore, Greenville News-Piedmont
correspondent; Joe Sherman, Clemson news bureau director; J. C.
Wilkinson, managing editor, the
Florence Evening Star; T. O. Lawton, of the Anderson IndependentDaily Mail; J. D. Brown, Jr., J. L.
Floyd, E. R. Holt, Joe Kinard, Ben
Jordan, Ben Lanham, Henry Malone R. K. O'Cain, L. G. Perritt,
Tom Rickards, Wallace Rion, Murray Sarlin, Duane Rosekrans, Joe
Seawell, Tad Shell Jack Smith, Tom
Stanley, and T. B. Young.
Active members in the student
body are:
Earl Mazo,
president;
Arthur
Williams, secretary,
George McMillan, William Mappus, Frank C.
Mills, Dan Moorer, J. E. Schmidt,
Mitchell Simons, and Bill Wade.
Clemson students interested in
trying-out for the fraternity this
year should conflict either Professor Lane or a member as soon
as possible, it has been announced.

Dr. Hunter, Chemical Reservist,
Says War Gas Danger Overrated
Fights World War,
Flunks The Army

Don't Like The
Blood And Gore
And Fighting
Editor's Note: Miss Arthurian >ltGDlicuddy, Tiger staff sweetheart
woko* early one morning: lost week
and shouted: "I wanna go to war."
And she went. Her dispatches from
various points on the conflict torn
continent are, of course, censored.

ROME—Mrs. Edda Ciano, daughter of II Duce,' flung a lovely beer
party at the palace last night. She
wore a gorgeous blue satin evening
gown.
La Mussolini wore his uniform as
grand high lord field marshal of
the royal united Italian Army and
a blond wig. The wig was simply
adorable. I think Mussle is too.
Mr. von Ribbentrop (everybody
calls him "Nasty"- dropped a stink
bomb during the fish course at
dinner. The general concensus of
opinion was that it wasn't so bad
after the whiffs
that everyone
seemed to have had of the local
politics.
SOMEWHERE IN POLAND —
Xypxdwixcy Smithwitch and Mnunftx Schplootchplatch formed a
Smithcwitch-Schplootchplatch axis
last night at a poker party given by
Mrs. Smitchwitch. Both men really
are terribly handsome and have
whiskers.
Mrs. Smitchwitch told me confidentially that the axis would affect the German military policy.
The purpose of the agreement seemed to be to protect the local cows.
Nazi political chiefs had been stealing the awful things ' and skinning
their hides to make boots for the
local chapter 432 Nazi Bund.
LONDON—Prime Minister Champerlain may be divorced from Mrs.
Champerlain. "He spears olives
with the tip of his umbrella, said
Mrs. Champerlain . . . Besides, he's
out at all times of nights writing
pamphlets to drop on Berlin. Just
suppose he were to hurt someone's
feelings!"
8
Paris: A flat bottom mud scow
These nine young ladies will sponsor for the executive staff of the..
which is owned by my dear little
Clemson Tiger, student newspaper, at the annual Tiger Ball to be
Alphonso LaHammeenegge,
sunk
held at Clemson College Friday and Saturday. Ttop, loft, Miss Wytoday on a Seine river mudflat. Allene Fool, of Clemson, sponsoring for Business Manager Marion
phonso said, "I was rowing right
Lawton; center: Miss Rita Vane, Charleston, for Editor-in-Chief
along and it sunk."
Earl Mazo; right: Miss Margaret Betty Gillespib, Knoxville, Tenn.,
Premier Daadier (who doesn't go
for Managing Editor George McMillan. Second row sponsors for
with the^ very nicest people because
Tiger Associate Editors: Left to right: Miss Tenny Webb, Kinghe chews tobacco) tucked his quid
ston, N. C, for Barney Marshall; Miss Katherine Graham, of Clininto the side of his mouth and iston, for Bill Wade; Miss Lucille Games, of Anderson, for Frank
sued the following statement, "The
Mills; Miss Marie Taylor, of Greenwood, for J. Ed Schmidt. Bottom
Germans done it. "Ill bet a nickel
row: Miss Marie Dimmette, Greensboro, N. C, for Bill Rhyne, and
the Germans done it."
Miss Sara Clarkson, Hopkins, S. C, for Porter Adams. Cadets
The premier has a really novel
scratch pad on his desk. It's made
Rhyne and Adams are circulation managers of the Tiger.
of old treaties with Russia and
Italy and people. Because of recent
European affairs, these pads are all
the rage over Europe's capitals.
Society Note:
It was rumored in high Paris
Dr. Jimmie Gates had some
circles today that Mr. Stalin uses
"time" trouble.
a moustache cup for his morning's
He and Mrs. Gates were in
coffee. Upon learning that Stalin
Atlanta over the week-end, and
had a moustache, the most eligible
going
by Central
Standard
young Paris bachelor were seen
purchasing razors, soap, etc. in the
"The Tiger On The Air" series, a time.
When they returned to EastParis branch of S. H. Kress Co.
regular weekly radio program over
ern
Standard Clemson
they
the Anderson station, WAIM, will
were too busy to change watch
The seniors of the mechanical
time again.
return to the air this week, it was
and electrical engineering departNext day Dr. Gates' 8 o'clock
announced today by Don Kennedy,
ments, approximately forty-nine
class got a cut.
director of the program.. The promen all told, are planning an ingram will be heard tomorrow and
spection Monday of the Duncan
on each
succeeding Friday from
st.eam power plant, a part of the
12:30—12:45.
Duke Power Co's system.
At a meeting ofthe Scabbard and
Sponsored by The
Tiger, "The
The plant, one of the steam tur- Blade Tuesday night Lt.-Col. L. S
bine type, is what is known as a Horton was elected First Lieuten- Tiger On The Air" is produced enThe program
"stand-by" plant, and one of its ant, and Lt.-Col. P. H. Nelson was tirely by students.
duties is to reduce the load on the elected First Sergeant. Other offi- this year will include musical numbers, news from The Tiger, Sports
larger "hydro" plants in emergencers of the club are Col. A. D. Gra- .from The
Tiger, and
Editorial
cies.
ham, and Col. J. R. Liles, Second Commentary, it was announced.
The group intends to leave in the
Serving as regular aids to Kenmorning, by means of a truck and Lieutenant, who were elected last
Complete uniforms for all stunedy are P. C. Cothran, and John dents are expected to be distributed
automobiles, and return before re- spring.
Final
initiation
of
Scabbard
and
Klinck, who will be Assistant Di- before state fair holidays, it' was
treat the same day. The inspection
will be considered as lab work, re- Blade "fish" was held at the meet- rectors of the program, Larry Co- announced today by Sergeant Haring, also.
ker,
Sports Commentator,
and ry J. Wilkinson, quartermaster.
quiring reports.
The party will be accompanied
| Norman, the Pianist.
More than three hundred blouses
Twenty-four new
microscopes
and guided by Professor Fernow.
The program this week, Kennedy and some five hundred mackinaws
were this year added to the En- : said, will consist of news by Klinck, have already been distributed this
Some 52,000 cigarettes were used tomology department, laboratories j Sports comments by Coker, a vo- week, Sergeant Wilkinson said,
by Williams College fraternities it was announced by Mr. R. A. Mc- cal solo by Edward D. Bubser, Gui- and some 2,000 shirts for the studuring rushing season this fall.
8 Ginty.
tar music and Spanish songs by dents who could not be fitted from
Daniel Sosa, of Puerta Rico, and the regular stock are expected to
swing music by the "Crazy Rats", arrive tomorrow. Also distributed
WELCOME TIGERS
which is composed of four band this week were several hundred
GOOD FOOD IS GOOD HEALTH—SO EAT AT THE
company freshmen,
Milton Scar- pairs of service trousers to upperboro, Joe Dukes,
and the Culler classmen.
SaidSergeant Wilkinson,
"The
twins.
COMPLETELY REMODELED
Said Kennedy, "The program this blouses and mackinaws fit better
Across from the State House
Columbia
1211 Gervais
week will be the best that we have this year, and look better than any
ever presented. Every one of the shipment that I have received since
men know their lines, and our mu- I have been at Clemson. We made
sical numbers are just about tops. a few changes in the cut of the
Those "Crazy Rats" will put a lot blouses, he said, and every one
of professional
groups
in the seems very well pleased." The collars were cut slightly deeper.
shade."
William.C. Rowland, manufacturThe program will be broadcasted from the editorial offices of The er of the Clemson uniforms, said
Tiger in the administration build- that it was only through the fore1343 Main Street
Columbia, S. C.
sight of the Rowland Company that
ing.
Kennedy
urged
anyone who the corps was able to get uniforms
would like to appear on the pro- tris year. The heavy material reComplete line of Kodaks and Camera Equipment.
gram to contact him as soon as quired for the garments is exceedingly hard to buy now. The cloth
Everything for Amateur Developing and Printing.
possible. The program will be exused in the Clemson uniforms was
tended to a half-hour if tihe talent
bought last winter. Mr. Rowland
is available Kennedy said.
11
was here Wednesday to confer with
7 Hour Service—In at 10—Out at 5
Sergeant Wilkinson.
Sergeant Wilkinson also announced that extra shirts will be
available in the clothing room about
the first of next month. More than
Professor Jack Boone, formerly 14,000 shirts have been distributed
with the Clemson English depart- this year. More cloth is being manment, is now teaching in the school ufactured by the Riegel company to
of letters at the University of Iowa. fill the order for additional shirts.
The young professor, who is author of "Dossie Bell Is Dead", sucClemson blocked
three
North
cessful novel, conducts courses on Carolina State punts last week-end
short story writing, the literature and each time it was' a sophomore
and art of writing, and composite who crashed through for the honEnglish at Iowa.
or. George Fritts, Ray Hamer and
He has si&o been appointed Chief Norwood McEleveen were the boys
Fiction Editor of the local literary who got in front
of the kicks
magazine and he is a director of Hamer picked up one of them. and
the story
work shop,
an Iowa ran seven, yards for Clemson's fl
writer's organization.
nal score.

Paper Radio
Program Over
WAIM Today

Engineers To
Study Plant

?By NEIL ELPHICK
Captain Howard L. Hunter ("Doc
to you) of the chemical warfare
reserve is inclined to debunk the
current publicity being given poison gas in connection with civilDr. Enoch Sikes told a story
ian populations.
this week about his daughterThis is because it is extremely
in-law's brother, a World war
dificult to obtain a high concenveteran, Vance Matthews, Clemtration of gas. by airplane bombs,
son room-mate of Ben Roberthe said. Poison gas is most effecson's.
tive against strongly entrenched
Young Vance fought for two
troops. Recent experiments have
years in the first World war,
shown that explosive is ineffecand was acclaimed by Clemson
tive against troops which have dug
folks.
in.
After the
war he entereed
This may well be the reason for
Clemson college and "flunked
the apparent inactivity
on the
out" during his "rat" year—in
Western Front. No new war gases
military science.
have been developed, but one which
was not used during the war has
made is appearance. This is Lewisite, an arsenic compound. Lewisite
and mustard are probably the wrost
gases in use.
All of this Hunter learned while
attending a special
course
in
Twenty six cadets will leave chemical warfare given to 25 men
Clemson Friday afternoon for Camp from four Corps Areas, at the
Rocky Bottom near Pickens for the Massachusetts Institute of Technology last summer.
annual South Carolina Y. M. and
The two weeks training period
Y. W. C. A. conference.
has been given since 1931 to ReIncluded in the list of personserve officers who have non-comalities who will take part of the
three day program are: Mr. Julian bat assignments. The men are/esLake, director of young peoples pecially trained to do research
work at Winthrop, Dr. James E. work. Dr. Hunter's field includes
Ward, professor of economics at research, procurement, and proClemson, David A. Clyburn, Meth- tective devices against gas attack.
odist minister on the campus, Miss The course was in charge of the
Elizabeth Stinson, secretary of the chief of the technical division of
Y. w. C. A. at Winthrop, and Rev. the chemical warfare service.
The course included all recent deT. B. Lanham of Columbia.
The group from the Clemson velopments in chmical warfare. The
Y. M. C. A. will be: Crawford Law- preparation of war gases was demton, George McMillan, Bill Wade, onstrated, and there samples of
Fred Gray, George McClure, Bill the gas masks used by all nations.
McGinty, Hoby Holtzendorff, Don In connection with this, Dr. HuntWentzel Howard Driver, A. L. er, stated the Japs have the best
Brooks, Jack Lytton, Raymond Sel- masks. He attributed this- to the
lers, Pinckney Eve, Bill Awtrey, De- fact tha cheap labor enables the
Witt Ross, Ed Young, Nelson Jack- Japanese to make the masks by
son, H. D. Pregnall, Merton Propst, hand.
An advanced course may be given
L. C. Vereen, J. G. Young, Bilhe
Burley, Lee Milford, George Stan- next year which Dr. Hunter said
attend. The
ton, Bob Scarboro, R. K. Van he would certainly
course is extremely popular and
Ausdal.
only one man from this district
There are now 556 junior col- attended. Dr. Hunter was chosen
leges in the United States. '
from a field of thirty applicants.

Scabbard And
Blade Elects

28 To Attend
"Y" Retreat

Ckt. rf^ld

Gates Confused By
Old Father Time

"Corps To Be In
Uniform* By State
Fair," Wilkinson

UNEEDA CAFE

FRANK D. BRUNS

EASTMAN KODAK STORE

LIGHT UP WITH

Boone Is Teaching
At Uni. Of Iowa

', that's always a signal for
more smoking pleasure

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
—AT—

All around you, you'll see that friendly
white package . . . that means more and more
smokers everywhere are agreed that Chesterfields
are miWer and better-tasting .. .for everything you
want in a cigarette, CHESTERFIELD WINS

SULLIVAN

HARDWARE CO.
Anderson, South Carolina

Indiana University social organiMilton Horn, noted sculptor, is
a resident instructor at Olivet Col- zations have just spent $50,000 for
repairs to their dwellings.
lege this year.
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